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1.0 Executive Summary
UNAVCO provides Community-based planning and management of activities benefiting
geodesists and other geophysicists in the solid Earth and polar research communities. At the time
of this report UNAVCO is nearing the end of its fourth year of this five-year Cooperative
Agreement that funds the UNAVCO Facility’s core activities for NSF EAR, NASA, and NSF
Office of Polar Programs (OPP via supplements). It is the third year of managing the Facility in
Boulder, Colorado, which moved from the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research at
the end of 2003. At that time the membership was just over 20 institutions. Since then, both the
Community membership and UNAVCO staff and facilities have grown dramatically. Currently
membership is 83 (63 Members and 20 Associate Members) and UNAVCO Inc. has nearly 100
employees in 6 locations. Principal activities of UNAVCO include field equipment, engineering,
data, and education and outreach support. UNAVCO is also part of the team constructing
EarthScope, a major solid Earth science initiative of the National Science Foundation. The scope
of UNAVCO work has expanded from solely GPS-based methods to now include deep borehole
strainmeters and tiltmeters for PBO, and InSAR data with UNAVCO as the new host of the
WiNSAR consortium. These new activities complement GPS and aid in advancing highprecision techniques for the measurement of crustal deformation, the strategic goal of UNAVCO.
With Facility support, UNAVCO Community investigators are studying Earthquake processes,
mantle properties, active magmatic systems, plate boundary zone deformation, intraplate
deformation and glacial isostatic adjustment, global geodesy and plate tectonics, global change,
and polar processes. These scientific investigations are described in the Facility and Community
proposal found at: http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/proposals/proposals.html.
Facility Support Summary
The UNAVCO Facility in Boulder, Colorado, provides state-of-the-art GPS equipment,
engineering, and data services to projects. The Facility Engineering Group provides project
management, planning, installation, operations and maintenance of continuous GPS networks
around the globe. Engineers and technicians also undertake technology development, testing, and
systems integration to support new project demands. Curation and distribution of data are an
important part of the Facility’s responsibilities. The Facility Data Group services include data
management and archiving of GPS data and data products for current and future applications.
The Facility also contributes significantly to education and outreach through supporting the
UNAVCO Education and Outreach (E&O) program and Principal Investigator (PI) E&O
projects.
The scope of Community science and education projects range from individual investigator
projects to large collaborative projects such as the Collaborative PBO Nucleus or even larger,
multi-disciplinary, multi-agency EarthScope MREFC. The UNAVCO Community also directed
UNAVCO and IRIS to submit the successful NSF MRI proposal entitled: Collaborative

Research: Development of a Power and Communication System for Remote Autonomous GPS
and Seismic Stations in Antarctica. Each of these separately-funded projects provide additional
resources that leverage the relatively stable core funding through the Facility Cooperative
Agreement, while dramatically augmenting the scope of UNAVCO’s activities in support of the
Community. All projects benefit from shared knowledge, expertise, and technical developments;
there are additional advantages gained by the Community through volume purchasing and
economies of scale in activities such as archiving. While the EarthScope project is managed
principally by the UNAVCO Plate Boundary Observatory division (PBO), some PBO staff and
activities are managed by the Facility. The Facility also provides an engineering project
management structure for PBO Nucleus, Polar Services, and GeoEarthScope projects. NASA
funding for support of the NASA Global GPS Network (GGN), a critical, primarily
infrastructural, resource to the high-precision geodetic community, is provided via a pass through
NSF to the the Facility through this Cooperative Agreement.
A detailed of account of UNAVCO activities in FY2006 is given in the main body of this report
and is summarized in Table 1 along with a comparison to UNAVCO activities over the last
nearly seven years. Past annual reports, and quarterly interim reports to NSF are archived at
http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/reports/reports.html). These reports also include detailed
monthly reports of Facility activities. This report summarizes the UNAVCO's Community and
Facility activities and findings for FY2006. In total, the UNAVCO research Community is
engaged in an unprecedented, high level of GPS-supported science. New receivers are lower in
cost, require less power, and have higher memory capacity allowing investigators to deploy
instruments in larger numbers, for longer periods of time, and with higher rates of data
acquisition in order to capture in greater spatial and temporal detail movements of the Earth's
surface.
Table 1. Summary of UNAVCO Facility Engineering and Data Activities.
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Engineering and Equipment Support. The number of PI projects (see section 2.1 below)
receiving Facility engineering or equipment support, ranging from project design and budgeting
to full field implementation is summarized in the first row of Table 1. About 50 projects per year
are EAR-funded and another 38 have Community support where funding is from other sources.
To date at three-fourths of the way through FY2006, engineering or equipment support has been
provided to 47 EAR (29 funded, 18 proposed) and 37 Community support projects. (Polar
projects and EarthScope related projects are reported separately.) The number of projects has
grown somewhat over the last few years, as has the scope of the larger projects that typically
involve more receivers, longer occupations, and sometimes more involved engineering (such as
the Nicoya Penisula, Costa Rica project that includes deep drilled monuments). The number of
new permanent stations installed with Facilty participation ranges from 21 in 2001 to a high of
55 in 2005. The number of permanent stations falling under the Facility umbrella for general
Operations and Management support as risen considerably from 232 stations in 2000 to 621 in
2006 in spite of some attrition due to end of project or natural disasters. PBO stations are not
included as O&M and data management is entirely handled by the PBO project. Of the 621
stations, the Facility has primary responsibility for O&M for 271 stations. The remainder of the
stations have significant support from collaborating groups and the Facility has primarily a data
management role.
Data. Over the past four years from FY2003 to the present, the UNAVCO Archive has
experienced phenomenal growth. The permanent station collection has expanded from about 200
stations in early 2003 to the present 1092 stations actively archived (see also Appendix C). The
Facility is the archive for PBO and Nucleus data and products, which account for approximately
half of the growth. The growth is both in numbers of stations, and in archive volume, which
stands at nearly 5 terabytes at present. Because of the confidence of our Community in the
security and longevity of the UNAVCO Archive, they continually request that we add new
stations to our archive collection. Our ability to anticipate growth due to the needs of PBO
allowed us to make a number of carefully planned improvements to our Archive information
technology infrastructure, including installing enterprise class RAID systems and Storage Area
Network technology. In addition, a substantial investment in ugpgrading our automated data
handling software was achieved, significantly enhancing the scalability of archiving. Data search
and access mechanisms were also significantly enhanced. In addition to the permanent station
archive, the Facility archives PI campaign data (Appendix D). The number of campaigns
archived is variable, but averages about 50 each year. There are now 612 campaigns in the
archive and 8955 monuments with data from around the globe. The details of Data Group
activities are given in section 2.3 below.
The Archive has embarked on a new phase as we begin to branch out into archiving of new data
types with the transition of the WInSAR archive home to UNAVCO. This phase will continue
with the archiving of GeoEarthScope InSAR and LiDAR data. Our experience in the recent past
with expansion of our GPS archiving, working with highly scalable systems, and providing
flexible access tools will be leveraged in this next phase. This will a time of new growth in
service to the UNAVCO Community by meeting the demand for crustal deformation data.
Support Requests. UNAVCO “Support Requests” are engineering and data support requests
logged into UNAVCO’s on-line request form (right)

http://achaia.unavco.org/public/project/requestinfo.asp The Support Request Form triggers
emails to relevant Facility staff alerting them of the request and initiates a
formal Facility response process. This process includes communications
with the requestor, editing of the response, and approval by the Facility
Director. This project database system was developed in late 2000. The
number of support requests have grown from about 75 a year in 2001 to 157
in 2005 and 131 to date in FY2006.
Education and Outreach. The work of the UNAVCO Education and
Outreach Program (E&O) is intimately linked with the Facility because
both entities serve the needs of the UNAVCO research Community and the
strategic directions set by UNAVCO. The E&O program hit full stride this year and major
activities include hosting the UNAVCO Science Workshop in Denver, in March 2006; growing
the RESESS formal internship program from one intern last year to three interns this summer;
initiating the PBO Nucleus E&O component; professional development classes and short courses
and active participation at annual meetings. These activities are described in detail in section 3
below.
Community Interaction. The direction of UNAVCO activities is Community-based. In
addition to feedback provided through project support, annual meetings and scientific meetings,
UNAVCO activities are advised by committees populated with members of the UNAVCO
Community. Community feedback and interaction is an essential component of any facility. The
UNAVCO Facility Standing Committee consists of Tim Dixon, Chair, U. of Miami; Simon
McClusky, MIT; Carol Raymond, JPL; Jeanne Sauber, NASA Goddard; Glen Mattioli, U. of
Arkansas; Tim Ahern, IRIS; and UNAVCO Board Liaison: Kristine Larson, U. of Colorado,
Boulder. The Facility Standing Committee met over a series of UNAVCO Community
workshops in Miami, Bloomington, and Seattle to provide guidance for future directions to be
supported by UNAVCO in the following year and in the next proposal. There are also UNAVCO
Standing Committees for Education and Outreach and for PBO.

2.0 UNAVCO Support of PI Science Investigations
The UNAVCO Facility is organized into two primary groups: the Engineering Group that
handles engineering, network operations and maintenance and equipment support; and the Data
Group that handles data management and archiving. While functionally distinct, these two
groups conduct their work collaboratively and with a strong sense of team effort and a spirit of
cooperation and support to the Community. The Engineering Group is itself organized with a
project management structure in recognition of the need to put additional focus on larger
projects. The Engineering Group provides comprehensive permanent and campaign project
support including planning and budgets, installation, operations, training, technical support, field
engineering, and maintenance as well as system testing and development. The Engineering
Group also maintains, tracks, and ships the UNAVCO central pool receivers that are loaned to
projects. The group also assembles, tests, and repairs permanent station equipment including the
new PBO permanent station and campaign systems. The Data Group handles data management
and archiving tasks and manages a large and diverse assemblage of data handling, data storage
and retrieval, database, and backup computer systems. Facility Operations and Infrastructure

staff provide a host of information technology resources including computer systems
administration, web, application, administrative, and database support.
Permanent station support is the largest component of UNAVCO project support. The UNAVCO
Facility is currently responsible for assisting in some or all aspects of installation, monitoring,
maintenance, technical, and/or archive support to 1039 GPS stations in FY2006 (up from 755 in
2005) in support of 37 discrete projects under multiple sponsors (Appendix A). The Facility’s
role in support of the various aspects of a project is described in Figure 1. The degree of support
depends on what other resources are available to the project. For individual PI projects the
Facility support can be quite comprehensive. However for large projects such as EarthScope,
UNAVCO and PBO have substantial resources and the Facility role is directed toward
engineering support upon request, equipment testing and handling, and archiving.
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Figure 1. Typical phases of a GPS project and types of support provided by the UNAVCO Facility.

2.1 Engineering and Equipment Support
Increased availability of low power, high memory GPS receivers at relatively low cost have
enabled projects to operate in longer-term, unattended occupation modes and in ever-greater
numbers. As a result, permanent station network support continues to increase and campaign
deployments have involved larger numbers of receivers. Summarized below is the engineering
and equipment support given to Individual PI projects, EarthScope/PBO, NASA and Polar, and
other Community projects.
Individual NSF-EAR Peer-Reviewed Research Projects
PI projects continue to be a key component of UNAVCO activities. In FY2006, 46 projects (28
funded, 18 proposed) were supported by the UNAVCO Facility, ranging from project design and
budgets for proposals to full field deployments for new networks and network upgrades in the
field. These include both campaign and permanent station projects at diverse locations around
the world. Support spans a range of possibilities shown in Figure 1. The Nicoya, Costa Rica,
project is and example of a project that received a full complement of UNAVCO permanent
station support (Figure 2). UNAVCO staff were involved in reconnaissance trips, network
design, installation, data communications, and data management. UNAVCO contracted local
drillers to install our first international deep-drilled braced monuments. The installations also
take advantage of PBO-designed enclosures and systems. A summary listing of projects
supported in 2006 is included in Table 2. Some other large projects are the expansion of the
BARGEN network and the new Santorini network (Figure 3).

Figure 2. (left) Local Costa Rican crew installing the legs of the deep drilled-braced monument. (center) completed
installation. (right) Instrument enclosure using the package developed by UNAVCO for the EarthScope/PBO project

Figure 3. PI Project support: (left) Installation of 11 additional stations using deep drilled braced monuments around
Yucca Mountain, Nevada for Brian Wernicke, Caltech. (right) Station KERA, one of three permanent sites installed
in Santorini Greece with Andrew Newman, Georgia Tech.

Table 2. UNAVCO-supported Individual PI Projects
Project Name or Location
PI

Support Provided

Campaign or Mixed Mode Projects
Big Sky

Brian McGlynn

Crete

Rick Bennett

Croatia

Rick Bennett

Ethiopia Campaign

Eric Calais

Ha'apai Earthquake Response

Michael Bevis

Kennicott Glacier

Robert S. Anderson

Pool equipment loan and
technical support
Equipment, technical and field
support in establishing 5 semi
CGPS
Equipment, technical and field
support for campaign survey
Equipment and technical
support in establishing 10
semi CGPS stations
Pool equipment loan and
technical support
Equipment, technical and field
support for campaign survey

Mississippi Delta 2006-2007

Torbjörn Törnqvist

Plum Island

Charles Hopkinson

RETREAT Campaign

Rick Bennett

RETREAT Semi-permanent network

Rick Bennett

SAF Creeping Segment

Chuck DeMets

STEEP

Terry Pavlis

Tanzania

Eric Calais

Turkmenistan

Robert Reilinger

Mississippi Delta

Torbjörn Törnqvist

Northern Ethiopia
SubAndes

Nikki Strong
Michael Bevis

Pool equipment loan and
technical support for
campaign mapping survey
Pool equipment loan and
technical support for
RTK/PPK survey
Equipment, technical and field
support for campaign survey
Equipment, technical and field
support for semi-permanent
network
Pool equipment loan,
Equipment testing
Pool equipment loan and
technical support
Equipment, technical and field
support for campaign survey
of 30 stations
Pool equipment loan and
technical support for 2 semi
permanent stations
Equipment and technical
support for subsidence survey
Pool equipment loan for
RTK/PPK application
Other - University funds

Permanent Network Projects

BARGEN Expansion

Brian Wernicke

Crete

Roger Bilham

Guerrero Coast

Kristine Larson

Jalisco

Charles DeMets

Kilauea Volcano Dynamics

Anahita Tikku

Kurile Geodetic Array

Mark Simons

Nicoya Costa Rica

Timothy Dixon

Oaxaca

Charles DeMets

Pakistan

Roger Bilham

Equipment and technical
support in establishing 3
CGPS stations
Pool equipment loan and
technical support for station
installation
1 new CGPS, permanent
station maintenance,
technical support
Equipment integration and
technical support for 6 new
stations
Equipment, technical and field
support for permanent
network upgrade
Equipment integration and
technical support for 8 new
stations
Permanent network
installation of 4 new stations,
upgrade of 5 others
Equipment integration and
technical support for 6 new
stations
Equipment and technical
support for 2 new CGPS
stations

Sierra Negra, Galapagos

Dennis Geist

Taal

Michael Hamburger

2 new CGPS and
maintenance of existing
network, field support
Technical support for existing
CGPS network

Charles Meertens

Evaluation of effects of
antenna radomes. Work being
done with J. Braun, UCAR.

Multiple

Planning and budgeting support

Equipment Testing and Development

SCIGN Dome Height Test
Proposal Planning and Budgeting Support
18 new proposals

EAR Network Operations and Management
In addition to providing engineering support for the installation of new project networks or
expanding networks of permanent stations, the Facility provides operations and management
(O&M) engineering support to 271 continuously operating stations. Approximately 50
troubleshooting incidents per month were handled for stations monitored for EAR PIs. This
included resolving communication and equipment issues, shipping replacement equipment and
working with PIs and local contacts to resolve problems.
NSF-EAR EarthScope/Plate Boundary Observatory Project Support
Although the PBO division of UNAVCO has the primary responsibility to manage and
implement the PBO Project, the UNAVCO Facility provides engineering support for many
aspects of the EarthScope project, including helping to implement the PBO Network, supporting
the EarthScope campaigns, managing the Nucleus project and coordinating GeoEarthScope
activities. Facility archiving support of PBO is described later in the data section of this report.
Table 3 has a summary of support provided to EarthScope by the UNAVCO Facility in FY2006.
Table 3. UNAVCO support to EarthScope and related projects.
Project Name or Location
PI

Support Provided

PBO Permanent Network

USArray O&M

Mike Jackson

USArray Installations

John Derr (IRIS)

PBO Network Maintenance

Michael Jackson

PBO Alaska Recon Equipment (4 requests)

Ben Pauk

PBO Northern California Recon

Brian Coyle

Operate and maintain 16
stations co located at US
Array sites in Eastern US
Technical and equipment
support of 16 CGPS
stations over 2 yrs
Assisted with equipment
upgrades at PBO GPS
stations
Pool equipment loan for
PBO reconnaissance
activities
Pool equipment loan for
PBO reconnaissance
activities

PBO PNW Recon

Kyle Bohnensteihl

PBO RMR Recon (3 requests)

Michael Jackson

PBO SoCal Recon

Karl Feaux

PBO SoCal Installations

Mike Jackson

Pool equipment loan for
PBO reconnaissance
activities
Pool equipment loan for
PBO reconnaissance
activities
Pool equipment loan for
PBO reconnaissance
activities
Support installation of
several PBO station
installations

PBO Nucleus

Will Prescott, Freddy
Blume, Regional
Networks

Project management and
coordination of 209
permanent station
upgrades

David Phillips

Equipment, technical and
field support for ground
control of LIDAR survey

Rio Grande Rift

Ann Sheehan (CU)

Planning, equipment and
field support for 20 station
quasi permanent network

Equipment Testing and Development
Mike
NetRS Temperature Testing
Jackson
Freddy
Blume
Campaign System Packaging

Temperature chamber support for PBO receiver
testing

GeoEarthScope

ALSM LiDAR Survey: Death Valley
PBO Campaigns

Equipment purchase and packaging

PBO Permanent Network Support. The Facility participates in the PBO project by supporting
receiver and equipment testing, site reconnaissance, and installation. In FY2005, the Facility had
12 separate PBO requests for station reconnaissance and installation. The Facility also continued
providing technical and equipment and O&M support for GPS stations being co-located by IRIS
at USArray stations in the Eastern US.
PBO Nucleus Project Support. The Facility also manages the EarthScope Nucleus project that
will transition 209 continuous GPS stations from six independent, region-specific operations to
streamlined "PBO style" operations and complete integration into PBO by October 2008. PBO
Nucleus has already passed the halfway mark in station upgrades early in year 2 of the 3.5 year
project. We have upgraded 117 of the 209 stations in the network and are currently 30% ahead of
schedule and well under budget in Nucleus. Data from all stations is now processed by the PBO
Analysis Centers and currently accounts for approximately half of all data used in PBO Data
Products.
Synergy with PBO and other projects continues to be a cost-effective method of maximizing
productivity, with PBO, Facility, Nucleus, and subawardee personnel having combined forces

several times on a variety of projects. Highlights include the design and construction of
communication networks in Yellowstone, WY, southeastern Oregon, and Imperial Valley, CA
that are shared between Nucleus and PBO stations, and new Facility-supported station
installations near Socorro, NM that share communications with the newly added Nucleus station
on M-mountain, SC01.
Other operational highlights this year include the first Nucleus-installed deep drilled-braced
monument, near King City California. The new station, QCY2 (Figure 4), replaced a BARD
station that was originally installed by the University of Wisconsin for use as a campaign
backbone station in the vicinity of the creeping zone of the San Andreas fault. This construction,
as well as three more planned in the area for later this year will allow Nucleus and PBO to
accurately determine velocity and strain in this geophysically critical area. The installation was
done as a cooperative effort between Nucleus and the PBO Northern California office, and
demonstrates the integration that the two projects have achieved.

Figure 4. (left) New station QCY2 with original in background. (right) CAST directly overlooks the San Rafael
Swell, UT.

Transfer of site permits from the original network operators to UNAVCO/PBO is well underway
with activity being coordinated through the PBO Permitting Group by subaward-funded network
staff. A full-time Education Specialist, Rebecca Walker, is now developing classroom modules
and coordinating outreach activities for use in Nucleus and other UNAVCO projects and has
planned workshops to integrate the UNAVCO Community into the K-12 outreach effort. This
project and other UNAVCO E&O activities are described in a later section below.
EarthScope/PBO Project Support. The EarthScope-funded pool of 100 Topcon GB-1000
systems was used to support several projects this past year, including Joshua Tree (Rick
Bennett, U of Az. PI), SAF Creeping Segment (Chuck DeMets, U. of Wisc. PI), and Japan Hills,
AK (Ray Weldon, U of Oregon PI). None of these projects were funded by EarthScope, but
heavy demand for the oversubscribed Facility pool led us to seek approval from NSF for their
use.
Interaction with Topcon management and staff has been ongoing and directed toward clearing up
outstanding hardware and software issues. Many observed problems appear to have been

resolved, and development of a new user interface is continuing with UNAVCO personnel
involved throughout.
Planning for the Rio Grande Rift project is a top priority, with
the design of station enclosures finalized and assembly of the
first units underway. The installation of the first of 24 shallow
drilled-braced monuments in NM and CO will take place on
July 19. Later installations will be attended by staff of Senator
Ken Salazar (D-CO); general public interest in this project is
high.
PI’s from the Universities of Colorado and New Mexico report
excellent progress in siting and permitting the stations shown
in the figure above, so we expect to have the network
completely installed by the middle of Q4 of this year. The
network is shown on the map at the right.
The 2005 Cascadia Episodic Tremor and Slip event was
observed by the first large scale EarthScope-supported
campaign GPS system deployment. PI’s Dan Johnson and Ken
Creager of the University of Washington and Rick Bennett of
the University of Arizona carried out a joint seismic/geodetic
experiment (Figure 5) with extensive UNAVCO Facility field
and archiving support. 29 Topcon GB1000-based systems,
designed to be entirely

Figure 5. (left) Campaign system installation in Clallam Bay, WA. (right) Map of campaign showing PBO and Nucleus
stations

self-supported, were configured in semi-permanent mode on temporary monuments, designed by
Dr. Johnson to comply with Olympic National Park requirements. The systems and data were
retrieved in October by UNAVCO-coordinated effort after the tragic deaths of Dr. Johnson and
his associate Prof. Tony Qamar in an accident en route to retrieve the first data set.

The solar-powered systems performed very well, with 85% return of high-quality data.
Preliminary results of the experiment, presented at the AGU Fall Meeting, showed that this new
GPS technique was able to resolve the event in remarkable spatial and temporal clarity. This
experiment is expected to change both the way that these silent earthquakes are understood and
the method in which GPS campaigns are conducted in the future.
GeoEarthScope Activities. The Facility is providing engineering, archiving, and project
management support to GeoEarthScope component of EarthScope. GeoEarthScope is the part of
NSF’s EarthScope project that includes the acquisition of aerial and satellite imagery and
geochronology to examine the strain field beyond the decade time scales available from PBO
geodetic instrumentation and to assist with PBO station siting (Figure 6). FY2006 was a pivotal
time period for GeoEarthScope. The GeoEarthScope Project Manager was hired; Community
awareness and interest in GeoEarthScope increased substantially; two GeoEarthScope PI projects
were supported; the GeoEarthScope management and acquisition plan was completely revised;
three GeoEarthScope working groups were formed to make recommendations on imagery and
geochronology acquisition plans; and numerous large-scale GeoEarthScope projects are planned
for FY2007.
Prior to FY2006, NSF funds for GeoEarthScope activities were managed at UNAVCO by PBO
but no dedicated personnel resources existed to support GeoEarthScope projects. This changed in
September 2005 when Dr. David Phillips was hired as the GeoEarthScope Project Manager, a
joint UNAVCO Facility/PBO position.
Much of the first quarter of FY2006 was dedicated to developing an updated, comprehensive
plan and budget for GeoEarthScope. This involved significant interaction between the
GeoEarthScope Project Manager, the UNAVCO President, the UNAVCO Facility Manager, the
PBO Director, and NSF program officers. Another top priority for the GeoEarthScope Project
Manager from the beginning was to engage the Community in order to generate awareness and
interest in GeoEarthScope. This was accomplished through active participation at major
Community gatherings, institutional visits, and development of a GeoEarthScope web page and
various printed materials (GeoEarthScope one pagers and posters). The GeoEarthScope web
page has been updated continuously since inception, and various GeoEarthScope activities were
featured as highlights on the main UNAVCO, PBO and EarthScope web sites during FY2006.
Up until December 2005, GeoEarthScope projects were identified and funded by NSF based on
proposals submitted by PI’s in response to NSF Document 04-589. One PI-led GeoEarthScope
project was supported in the first quarter of FY2006: “A Precise Ground Velocity Map for the
Basin and Range Province Based on InSAR” (PI: Falk Amelung, University of Miami). A
second PI-led project became active in December 2005: “Determination of Slip Rates on the
Death Valley-Fish Lake Valley Fault System: Toward an Understanding of the Spatial &
Temporal Extent of Strain Transients” (PI: James Dolan, USC). Both of these projects remain
active, and UNAVCO support for both projects will continue in FY07. While coordinating
InSAR acquisition plans, the GeoEarthScope Project Manager also contributed to developing
UNAVCO’s proposal to host the WInSAR Consortium. Following a competitive review

process, WInSAR accepted UNAVCO’s host proposal in FY2006 Q2 and plans are currently
underway to migrate WInSAR activities to UNAVCO.
In December 2005, NSF decided that the GeoEarthScope project management plan should be
revised. The new plan eliminated the PI proposal process and centralized GeoEarthScope project
management efforts at UNAVCO, with acquisition targets to be identified and prioritized by
GeoEarthScope working groups and approved by NSF. UNAVCO and NSF worked to refine the
new GeoEarthScope plan throughout the second quarter of FY2006. The revised GeoEarthScope
plan and charters for the GeoEarthScope working groups were announced to the Community at
the 2006 UNAVCO Science Meeting in Denver, CO. A GeoEarthScope Special Interest Group
was also held during the 2006 UNAVCO Science Meeting. This well attended SIG included an
overview of the new GeoEarthScope plan as well as presentations by GeoEarthScope
investigators and Community members.
Three GeoEarthScope working groups were formed in the third quarter of FY2006 to identify
and prioritize acquisition targets for imagery (InSAR and airborne LiDAR/ALSM) and
geochronology. The LiDAR working group met at UNAVCO headquarters in Boulder, CO on
May 24-25, 2006, and this group’s report was submitted to UNAVCO in late June 2006. The
InSAR working group met at UNAVCO on July 11-12, 2006, and the Geochronology working
group met at UNAVCO in late July 2006. Working group recommendations will be reviewed by
NSF. Efforts to acquire imagery and geochronology products for approved targets will be
managed by UNAVCO and will commence in FY2007.

(1a)

(1b)

(2)

(3)

Figure 6. Examples of the types of projects within the scope of GeoEarthScope. 1) Airborne LiDAR. 1a) Image of
the San Andreas fault (courtesy of Ken Hudnut, USGS) and 1b) associated ground control survey using UNAVCO
GPS receivers being deployed on the San Andreas fault for the EAR “B4” project (Photo courtesy of Francine
Coloma, NSIDC). 2) InSAR. Deformation of the Central Nevada Seismic Belt from 1992-2000 LOS velocity map
(courtesy of N. Gourmelen, U. of Miami). Falk Amelung, U. of Miami, is funded by EarthScope to image the Basin
and Range. 3) Geochronology. A variety of geochronological techniques will be required to support projects that
may range from paleoseismology studies (example on the San Andreas fault near Wrightwood, CA) to mantle
xenolith studies.

NASA Global GPS Network Support
The UNAVCO Facility is multi-agency funded with a significant portion of its funding from
NASA through the NSF Cooperative Agreement. The Facility, working in close cooperation with
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), provides hourly and daily monitoring, troubleshooting and
maintenance of 75 globally distributed permanent GPS stations (Figure 7) that comprise NASA’s
Global GPS Network (GGN). Agencies and institutions around the world, including many
International GPS Service (IGS) participants, use GGN data to produce highly accurate products
that are essential for Earth science research, geodetic reference frame determination, global plate
motions, precision timing, satellite orbit determination, navigation applications, multidisciplinary
science applications, and education. Products include GPS satellite ephemerides, Earth rotation
parameters, tracking station coordinates and velocities, GPS satellite and tracking station clock
information, zenith tropospheric path delay estimates and global ionospheric maps.
UNAVCO provides daily monitoring support for 75 NASA permanent GPS stations.
UNAVCO’s first response authority continues for 57 GGN stations contributing to the IGS.
UNAVCO handles all direct monitoring and troubleshooting responsibilities and responds with
appropriate action while informing JPL of ongoing actions and any effects on data quality and
availability. In addition to the daily monitoring duties, over the last year Facility engineers have
installed one new station, and performed two domestic maintenance visits in support of the GGN
network. Two additional stations are planned for the African continent, one co-located with an
IRIS installation, and one in collaboration with a University PI. In addition to this summary
there is a full report of Facility NASA support activities in Appendix B.
Other major NASA station upgrades include new wireless Internet connections, continued
support for the stations in Saudi-Arabia, and a PC-104 (mini-computer) hot swap in Uganda.
Five Ashtech MicroZ receivers were upgraded or replaced along with one faulty antenna. In
addition two Trimble NetRS receivers were purchased to be used for upgrades in Central Asia
region through local collaborator there. The Facility is supporting the NASA sponsored “First
demonstration of Global Civil Tracking of the Block II-RM L2C Signal (GCTL2C)” experiment
with six operational NetRS receivers. A new antenna and equipment test facility is under
construction outside Boulder and is expected to be finished later this summer. The test facility is
being constructed to meet current and future needs for equipment tests to determine offsets and
biases resulting from antenna mixing, new observables (L2C, L5, and the new Galileo system),
and new GPS technology.
The NASA effort at UNAVCO is also a very important mechanism for extending the interactions
of UNAVCO Facility and PI Community into the international arena. UNAVCO actively
participates in IGS meetings and staff attended the May meeting in Darmstadt. UNAVCO is
helping to host and fund participants at the African Reference Frame (AFREF) meeting in Cape
Town, South Africa. UNAVCO staff are leading a session “The Future of Geodetic Networks” at
the Western Pacific Geophysics Meeting (WPGM). UNAVCO invited investigators from around
the Pacific Rim to discuss their operations and plans and to encourage international data sharing
and participation in efforts such as the new Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS). These
and other efforts help to encourage broader participation and contributions from the international
community. Some of this comes back directly to operations of the GGN. Typically, over 100
trouble or maintenance issues are handled by UNAVCO each month. Much of this work is

coordinated with the remote stations operators and is effective due to the strong relationships
established over the years by the Facility, JPL and NASA-funded PIs and international partners.

Figure 7. NASA GGN stations supported by the UNAVCO Facility. Forty-three GGN stations produce data at
hourly intervals to support the generation of low-latency products such as ionosphere activity maps. This represents
approximately 28% of stations that provide data on an hourly basis to the IGS. Twenty-eight of those provide highrate (1 Hz) near-real-time data streams that are used to produce global differential corrections, and to support other
navigation applications. We have installed six Trimble NetRS receivers co-located at GGN stations to track the new
L2C GPS observable (orange dots).

NSF Office of Polar Programs Support
UNAVCO provides support for Antarctic and Arctic scientific applications of GPS to the NSF
Office of Polar Programs (OPP) through supplements to this Cooperative Agreement. The
research supported covers a wide range of disciplines including glaciology, geophysics, geology,
volcanology, and biology. Services provided include pre-season planning, GPS equipment pool,
shipping, field support and training, data management and archiving, post-season follow-up, and
development work for supporting new applications.
Detailed information of support to OPP is available in the on-line annual reports at
http://www.unavco.org/facility/project_support/polar/reports/reports.html.
Antarctic Support. A record Antarctic season was completed in the FY2005-2006 Antarctic
field season, with 80 geodetic GPS receivers provided in support of 25 individual PI-based
science project campaigns, with six left for long term data collection. Three new continuous
stations were installed, and four were upgraded. Highlights include deformation studies of the
world’s largest icebergs (Doug MacAyeal), uplift and faulting of the Transantarctic Mountains
(Terry Wilson), tidal effects on ice stream dynamics (Sridhar Anandakrishnan), and rift
developments on the Amery Ice Shelf (Helen Fricker). Highlights from the season include:

1. Three GPS sites in the Transantarctic Mountain
Deformation Network (TAMDEF) were upgraded for yearround operation with telemetry and daily data retrieval by the
UNAVCO Archive (Figure 8). This effort included power
system upgrades, the installation of a radio repeater on Mt.
Erebus, and Iridium satellite data retrieval from the most
remote site at Fishtail Point.
Figure 8. Site ROB4 at Cape Roberts. Operation of this site is a joint effort between the Ohio State University, the
USGS, UNAVCO, and Land Information New Zealand (LINZ).

2. The installation of a GPS testbed site at McMurdo Station for the purpose of field testing
components before deployment to more remote location, and for testing higher risk new products
and configurations in the Antarctic environment without jeopardizing science data.
3. The installation of a new monument and receiver at the South Pole, site AMU2. GPS site
AMUN at the Amundsen Scott South Pole Station was decommissioned this year as operations
were moved to the new South Pole Station, and a new receiver and monument were established
as the first science instrumentation in the station’s science laboratory. A tie was made with the
old station AMUN, and the true geographic pole was resurveyed and its marker repositioned
(Figure 9); these actions were necessitated by ice motion displacing the original marker.
Operation of this site is provided jointly by UNAVCO and the USGS (Larry Hothem).
Figure 9. Bjorn Johns (UNAVCO) and Larry Hothem (USGS) using GPS
to reposition the geographic South Pole marker while enduring the -50°C
temperature.

4. Installation of a UNAVCO-operated base station at the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS)
Divide drilling project site to support glaciology research during the lifespan of the camp.
Arctic Support. The Arctic field season is in progress with 15 separate projects using 35 GPS
receivers throughout the Arctic. Highlights include glaciology research on the Greenland ice
sheet (Catania/Newman and Das/Joughin PIs), mass balance surveys of McCall Glacier in the
Alaska Brooks range, the installation of a Community RTK system at Summit Camp, Greenland,
and a new GPS base at the Alaska North Slope village Atqasuk.

Figure 10. (left) UNAVCO field engineer Thomas Nylen conducting mass balance surveys on McCall Glacier,
Alaska Brooks Range. Photo: Matt Nolan. (center) McCall Glacier GPS and met station ETHL. Slack in the
antenna cable is necessary because the antenna pole is fixed to the ice and will rise up about 2 meters above the
power station, which just floats on the ice due to summer ablation. Photo: Matt Nolan. (right) An RTK system was
installed at Summit Camp, Greenland. This system provide local survey capabilities with dedicated resources, and
the base also provides GPS met observation. Base station position time series will also be provided.

The UNAVCO/IRIS NSF MRI proposal Collaborative Research: Development of a Power and
Communication System for Remote Autonomous GPS and Seismic Stations in Antarctica was
funded, and letters of support were provided for several proposals in response to the May 1
International Polar Year solicitation.
Multi-Agency Sponsored Community Project Support
Many UNAVCO Community projects that are not directly funded by core NSF programs are still
supported by the UNAVCO Facility on a resource available basis. These projects are undertaken
to benefit the UNAVCO Community by enhancing leverage and cooperation between projects or
extending good will support to activities closely related to key NSF projects. Many of these
projects also are the preliminary steps toward developing future proposals to NSF. Data return to
the UNAVCO Community is enhanced by these activities through data sharing and by extending
a high-precision GPS capability more broadly throughout the Community. Table 4 is a list of
multi-agency sponsored Community projects supported by the UNAVCO Facility in FY2006.

Table 4. UNAVCO support to Community projects.
Project Name or
Location

PI

Support Provided

Augustine Volcano
Chhota Shigri Glacier
Coral Reef Ecosystem of
Koh Tao

Jeff Freymueller
Dennis Copland
Wimm Vadakan

Equipment, technical
and field support for
campaign survey
Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan and
technical support

CU Geophysics Class

Craig Jones

Pool equipment loan

Funding Source

Campaign or Mixed
Mode Projects
Other - University
funds
NASA-OTHER
Other - University
funds
Other - University
funds

Greenland Meltwater

Tom Neumann

Greenland Seismology
Japan Hills - AK Range

Goran Ekstrom
Sean Bemis

Joshua Tree

Richard Bennett

Joshua Tree 2006 (2)

Richard Bennett

Joshua Tree 2006 (3)

Richard Bennett

Kashmir

Roger Bilham

Kyrgyzstan

Ray Weldon

North Cascades Glacier

Erin Pettit

Peace-Athabasca Delta

Tamlin Pavelsky

REFRACTT

John Braun

Santorini

Andrew Newman

Snake River Plain

Suzetter Payne

Pool equipment loan,
technical support
Equipment, technical
and field support for
campaign survey of 20
stations
Pool equipment loan
Equipment, technical
and field support for 17
station campaign survey
Equipment, technical
and field support for 17
station campaign survey
Equipment, technical
and field support for 17
station campaign survey
Equipment, technical
and field support for
campaign survey
Pool equipment loan and
technical support for
PPK mapping survey
Pool equipment loan,
technical support
Pool equipment loan,
technical support
Pool equipment loan,
technical support
Equipment and technical
support in establishing 2
CGPS stations
Pool equipment loan,
technical support

Andaman Islands

John Paul
Puchakayala

Equipment and technical
support in establishing 1
CGPS station

Central Iceland

Rick Bennett

Cotopaxi

Timothy Dixon

Greenland KULU Station

Tonie van Dam

Kodiak KODK Site

Jeff Freymueller

Mexico

Rick Bennett

Mt Washington, NH

Steve Nerem

NASA-OTHER

Other - University
funds
Other - USGS
Other - University
funds
Other - University
funds
Other - University
funds
Other - University
funds

NSF - Other
Other - University
funds
NASA-OTHER
Other
Other - University
funds
Other - DOE

Permanent Network
Projects

Equipment purchase
Equipment and technical
support in establishing 2
CGPS stations
Equipment and technical
support in establishing 1
CGPS stations
Pool equipment loan,
technical support
Equipment and technical
support in establishing 2
CGPS stations
Permanent station
maintenance, field
support

Other
Other - University
funds
Other - University
funds
Other - University
funds
NASA-OTHER
Other - University
funds

NASA-OTHER

Sierra Negra Eruption

Dennis Geist

SIGMA
Yucca Mountain
Expansion

Ben Brooks
Brian Wernicke

Pool equipment loan,
technical support
Equipment and technical
support in establishing 1
CGPS station
Installation of 11
permanent GPS stations

Other - University
funds
Other - University
funds
DOE

Equipment Testing and
Development
Acceleration Calibration

Pedro Elosogui

Mid America Antenna
Tests

Bob Smalley

SuomiNET
Topcon Receiver
Evaluation
UC Davis Equipment
Evaluation

Jon Braun
Michael Bevis
Louise Kellogg

Equipment testing,
technical support
Evaluate effects of
mixing different receiver
and antenna types
Pool equipment loan and
technical support for
equipment testing
Pool equipment loan and
technical support
Pool equipment loan,
technical support

NSF-OTHER
Other - University
funds

NSF-ATM
Other - University
funds
Other - University
funds

General Community
Support

AFREF
CSAV International
Training Course

Ruth Neilan
David Phillips

CU Tour

Steve Nerem

IU Sierra Nevada Field
Class

Michael Hamburger

Paris Geophysical
Institute

Steve Fisher

Project planning
workshop participation
and support
Equipment loan and
training
Other - Facility tour and
GPS technical
discussion
Pool equipment loan and
technical support for
field class
Hosted visit for technical
coordination with IGP
GPS facility

NASA-IGS
Other - University
funds
Other - University
funds

Other

Other

Development and Testing
Testing and development of GPS receivers and antennas, and associated power and
communications technologies are an on-going part of the Facility’s activities. This work is done
in collaboration with Community PIs and in coordination with a number of GPS and related
vendors. Most often, development and testing occurs in relationship to specific PI projects, but
the results also benefit the broader GPS community as experiences and techniques are
disseminated via the web, meetings, workshops and classes and direct engineer training. This
year we also started a new NSF MRI project with IRIS to develop systems that can withstand the
rigors of operations in polar regions (see OPP section). This research will feed back to the
general GPS community as it strives for the goal of getting continuous GPS data from any place

on the globe. The UNAVCO development and testing process is effective because it builds upon
years of interactions, shared goals and acknowledged expertise. FY2006 activities include
extensive acceptance testing, including temperature chamber testing, and troubleshooting of new
GPS receivers in conjunction with manufacturers, specific evaluations of equipment and systems
integration for use on PI projects, and initiation of processing effort to determine the effect of
radomes on GPS baseline and tropospheric estimates. This work is being done with UCAR and
in collaboration with others at NGS, Pacific Geoscience Centre, Scripps, and the USGS.

2.2 Management of the UNAVCO Community Equipment Pool
UNAVCO manages a shared pool of GPS receivers on the behalf of NSF. The purchase of these
instruments has been through a separate EAR I&F grant that expired this year (see:
www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/reports/annual/facility/fy_2006/UNAVCO_Final_equipment_rep
ort.pdf for the final report), through acquisitions associated with individual PI projects, and from
ongoing OPP purchases and the 100 system PBO purchase. The UNAVCO-managed NSF shared
pool of GPS systems continues to be a very popular resource for the high precision GPS research
Community. It is interesting to note that prior to the move of the Facility to UNAVCO, Inc from
UCAR, the combined UNAVCO pool (EAR, OPP) consisted of only 88 receivers. Since then,
the pool has grown rapidly and currently there are 348 receivers with associated tripods,
calibrated tribrachs, batteries, field enclosures, and solar panels as required. UNAVCO also has a
pool of separate GPS antennas so that investigators can minimize potential antenna mixing
problems or meet special project requirements. The state-of-the-art and well maintained and
equipped receivers in the UNAVCO pool (Figure 11) offer the best geodetic data quality, are
rugged for traditional campaign field surveys, and feature low power/large memory for semipermanent applications. Receiver selection and systems integration is based on extensive Facility
testing. By maintaining a standardized pool of receivers provided by multiple sponsors,
UNAVCO achieves economy of scale both in procurement discounts and technical support
efficiency. Supporting multiple agencies with different field seasons keeps the equipment pool in
use nearly year-round (see Figure 12). As demand catches up with new receiver supplies, the
pool (non-PBO) utilization reaches 85 to 100% (Table 5). We note that the entire pool is
available for broader community use when not in use by sponsoring program-funded projects.

Figure 11. GPS systems in the UNAVCO Community pool. (left) Semi-permanent system, (center) Trimble
campaign system (5700 and R7 receivers), and (right) real-time kinematic GPS system in use in the field.

Table 5. UNAVCO Current (2006) Receiver Pool. Table shows the quantities of receivers by funding source.
Make/Model
EAR OPP Total
Assigned to long term projects
1-RETREAT, 11-Kilauea, 6-Jalisco, 4-Oaxaca, 3-El
65
19
84
Salvador, 5-Costa Rica, 6-Mauna Loa, 9-OPP
Trimble NetRS
32
62
94
10-Denali EQ Response, 1 –RETREAT, 25-OPP
Trimble 5700/R7
Trimble 4000 series**
41
10
48
23- NSF-EAR , 10 -OPP
Trimble 4700/4800**
3
3
6
Ashtech MicroZ**
13
0
13
2-Sierra Negra
Topcon GB1000*
100
0
100
Total
254
94
348
*For projects in the EarthScope PBO footprint only, ** Occasional use, but unsupported and being phased out by
attrition.

Because of the high level of utilization, the Facility earlier in the year had to turn down several
requests for 5700s, and had to fill them with 4000s or postpone the field dates. As Community
members begin using the newer technology, they do not want to go back to the older technology
since this can significantly increase field costs. For example the older 4000 receivers require almost
twice as much power (therefore batteries), two shipping cases, and have only 20 megabytes of
memory as opposed to 1 to 2 gigabytes for the R7. Low memory means more frequent need to
download the receiver. With new systems, the receiver can be run for well over a year without
downloading. Older receivers are still useful, however, and PIs make good use of them at legacy
permanent stations and international projects where local collaborators make long term campaign
measurements (such as in Nepal, Tien Shan, and Siberia).
Community GPS Receiver Purchases and Pricing Program. As a benefit to members,
UNAVCO has negotiated special pricing with a number of vendors who supply GPS receivers
and other equipment that is commonly used by the Community and supported by the Facility.
Discount pricing is provided both due to quantity discounts on pooled purchases, and because the
UNAVCO Facility, rather than the manufacturer, handles many repairs and other technical
support issues from the end users. By the end of FY2005 UNAVCO members under this
program purchased approximately 240 GPS receivers and at the middle of FY2006 this total has
grown to 480. Technicians at the Facility are factory trained and authorized to repair pool and
Community-owned receivers. This reduces repair time and builds up manufacturer credit for
replacement boards and parts ensuring future lower cost repair capability.
GPS Receiver Repair. UNAVCO technicians provide warranty repair for UNAVCO and
Community Trimble and Topcon receivers. Over the last year over 55 receivers were handled
and repairs made in house or were sent back to the manufacturer for repair if warranted.
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Figure 12. UNAVCO Facility Receiver Pool. Shown are total number of available combined EAR and OPP pool
receivers and the utilization of these receivers throughout the last 3 years.

2.3 Data Support
The UNAVCO Boulder Facility provides data management and archiving support for high
precision campaign and permanent station GPS data collected by Community investigators at
locations around the globe (Figure 13). The Facility Data Group maintains an extensive
collection of computer and storage systems hardware and associated data management software,
database tools and web access tools to manage this important task. Over the last two years the
Data Group has developed a scalable system including significant hardware upgrades and
software enhancements needed to handle a dramatic increase in data volume (Figure 14 and
Table 6). The addition of Storage Area Network (SAN) techology to UNAVCO’s enterpriseclass RAID system has greatly increased reliability and robustness of service by minimizing the
impact of disk failures and increasing data throughput. A new automated tape system allows
rapid generation of local and offsite backup tapes (held at the IRIS Data Management Center)
helping to ensure longterm preservation of the data.
NSF’s significant investment in GPS data collection reaps its full benefit over time, as new data
reveal longterm position changes and velocity trends as well as short-term anomalies. The
UNAVCO Archive plays a key role in longterm GPS data and data product safe storage and
accessibility. During FY2006, UNAVCO began the process of migration of the WInSAR system to
UNAVCO, adding a significant volume of InSAR data to UNAVCO’s data holding.

Figure 13. The red dots show the 8955 monuments with archived GPS data through 12 July 2006; the dots outlined
in black show the 1151 monuments with data archived during FY2006; the dots outlined in white are monuments
with associated data archived during prior fiscal years.

GPS Data in the UNAVCO Archive
The UNAVCO Boulder Facility provides data products and archiving support for high precision
campaign and permanent station GPS data collected by Community investigators. Holdings
include data from 1194 permanent stations and 612 campaigns. During FY2006, data flow

management and archiving for 411 additional permanent stations was put in place, and 39
campaigns were added to the Archive. Data in the Archive are associated with 8955 globallydistributed monuments as shown in Figure 13. Appendix C provides a complete tabulation of
campaigns archived during FY2006. Appendix D provides a complete tabulation of permanent
stations archived during FY2006.
Archived data are held in an online repository enterprise-class RAID system behind the
UNAVCO firewall. Copies of this data in RINEX format are available on our anonymous ftp
pickup system for permanent stations and selected campaigns. The cumulative data volume in
the online repository grew by 79% during FY2006 and now exceeds the 2.5-terabyte (tb) mark
(Table 6 and Figure 14). Including the data volume in the ftp pickup public Archive, the total
Archive holdings stand at just under 5 tb.
Table 6: Boulder Archive Statistics FY2003 to FY2006

FY 2003
FY 2004
FY 2005
FY 2006
Total
(includes pre
FY2003)

Permanent Stations Handled (per year)
Campaigns Processed (per year)
# Archived
# Files
GBytes
#Archived
# Files
GBytes
270
77,769
123.4
50
10,532
14.8
380
129,820
250.1
71
19,805
25.4
681
293,949
672.3
41
8,770
83.3
1,092
385,043
921.2
39
7,227
29.6
1,224
w/data

1,095,594

2,321.4

612

113,709

223.2

The increase in number of files archived and the corresponding increase in data volume for
FY2006 over FY2005 can be attributed to the increase in numbers of permanent stations
archived, including: (1) the addition of 215 newly installed PBO stations to the set of actively
archived stations; (2) routine archiving of 63 GGN stations was turned on this year, at the request
of members of the UNAVCO Community; (3) 99 USGS southern California (former SCIGN)
stations are being archived under a subaward from SCEC; (4) the addition to the Archive of 25
IGS, Western Canada, and CORS stations to support the PBO Analysis effort; (5) an additional
40+ newly installed stations from Antarctica, Yucca Mountain, INL, Mauna Loa, and other parts
of the globe are now being archived; and (6) the completion of archiving of historical data for the
stations that are part of the Nucleus project. Campaign archiving tapered off slightly during
FY2006.
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Figure 14 (left). UNAVCO Archive cumulative GPS data volume in the online repository by fiscal year. (right).
UNAVCO Archive data GPS volume added to the online repository each fiscal year.

EarthScope PBO and Nucleus Data Support
The UNAVCO Archive holds all PBO and Nucleus data and products. PBO and Nucleus data
now account for close to half of the Archive’s GPS holdings, and about half the data picked up
from the public Archive. Archive staff coordinate with PBO and Nucleus staff to setup new
stations and track changes in station metadata. Part of the effort this year involved setting up and
managing a secondary Archive at the IRIS Data Manangement Center for PBO and Nucleus
public archive holdings. Further plans for creating a fully capable secondary offsite data
mangement system that could handle all PBO data flow and archiving are presently on hold until
data formats and database finalizing within PBO occurs.
Archive IT Infrastructure
Several years ago, the Data Group began implementing plans to maximize scalability of Archive
systems, in part to prepare for PBO data archiving. The UNAVCO Archive GPS data volume is
expected to grow by 2-3 tb per year in the next several years. During FY 2005, a high-end
storage system, EMC’s Clariion CX500, with a Storage Area Network (SAN) was purchased and
implemented (Figure 15). This system provides for expected high data volumes and the need for
scalable, long-term, high-availability, secure, rapid access storage. The SAN provides significant
advantages in storage-intensive operations, most notably, readily-expandable enterprise quality
storage on a single device that can be shared or partitioned among servers. Storage is accessed
over fast fibre channels, with redundant power, cabling, switches, controllers, and server
connections, leading to extremely high reliability and availability. SAN software allows snapshot

Figure 15. GPS data archiving systems and
enterprise RAID.

backups to take place while ongoing writes are cached until the backup completes. SAN systems
can also be synchronized over the Internet to an offsite SAN system for ultimate data safety.
UNAVCO has implemented a state-of-the-art, high-end storage device, with fibre channel disks,
SATA disks, and SAN software. All of the Facility Data Archive holdings are currently stored
on the Clariion CX500 system, along with the Archive’s GPS data management, database, and
archiving systems.
The archived data are backed up in several ways. Data on the enterprise RAID system are copied
daily to a backup RAID on an independent system. LTO tape backups of this copy are made on a
weekly basis. As data are archived, the original copies are kept for 1-2 weeks after archiving; this
ensures that no loss of recently archived data happens due to media failure during the interval
between archiving and scheduled RAID backups. A set of full backup tapes are shipped monthly
to the IRIS Data Management Center for an offsite backup.
A storage system to hold an offsite, secondary copy of UNAVCO’s public GPS data is under
construction at the IRIS Data Management Center. This secondary archive began as an offsite
PBO archive operated by UNAVCO. The advantages of having a secondary copy of all of
UNAVCO’s data at an offsite location, most notably data availability and security, are now
driving the addition of the remainder of UNAVCO’s public GPS data collection to the PBO
collection at IRIS. These data will be held on an enterprise RAID system.
UNAVCO was able to take advantage of some special Sun pricing to obtain storage for a local
secondary copy of the Archive’s repository (private) collection of GPS data. Having this local
copy facilitates data security and data availability during maintenance of the primary storage
system.
Permanent Station Data and Metadata Flow
The Facility data management process utilizes multiple databases with local and web forms,

reports and map interfaces to manage critical station and file metadata. Databases facilitate
network operations and maintenance and provide for user search capability for access to data and
metadata. Data are transferred to the Facility via a variety of data transfer methods (ftp push and
pull, LDM-IDD, email, and manual data transfers) (see Figure 16) and are managed via a series
of staged computers that automatically pre-process, quality check and translate the data. The core
software utilized for this process has been developed and is maintained by the Facility. A key
component is UNAVCO’s TEQC, an extensive translation, editing and quality checking program
that is used by hundreds of processing groups around the world. Station metadata are verified
using database cross-checks between equipment, operations and archive databases. Archive
personnel interact regularly with NSF investigators to facilitate the flow of data and metadata
into the Archive. Permanent station investigators and engineers can submit changes to their site
metadata via the operations database. That information is validated before being migrated into
the Archive metadata database. The operations database generates updated IGS logs whenever
pertinent database fields are changed.

Figure 16. UNAVCO permanent station network data flow.

Archived Data Access
During FY2006, a significant development effort was devoted to an enhanced web-based search
and data access capability. The search mechanisms for permanent station data include station,

temporal, geographic, and spatial search criteria. The user can choose to include any or none of
these criteria in their search. Search results are shown on both a map view and as a tabular view
showing customizable metadata columns. Simple data access is provided once the search is
complete. The map view is based on Google Maps technology. There are several advantages to
using this techmology: Google Maps provides an Application Programming Interface, the
display engine, map manipulation GUI tools, and base maps including satellite imagery. The user
only needs a browser and does not need to load additional client software on their local system.
Figure 17 shows several views of the new search pages.

Figure 17. UNAVCO’s new Archive web search and data access interface.

UNAVCO’s data holdings are publicly available, subject to UNAVCO/NSF Data Policy, and are
made available to users in a number of ways. All permanent station data archived are
immediately translated to RINEX and put on the UNAVCO anonymous ftp pickup area. The
permanent station RINEX holdings available anonymously include over 1.2 million compressed
files on 1.1 terabytes of RAID disk space. Anonymous ftp pickup of GPS data from the Archive
occurs at an average rate of 28,000 files per day, with occasional burst activity at over 400,000
files per day. Figure 18 shows outgoing ftp statistics by Internet domain of the customer.
Data from campaigns that are anonymously available according to the Data Policy can be

accessed directly through the Archive’s campaign search pages. Campaigns that are not
anonymously accessible and that are beyond their 2-year grace period can also be accessed
through the search pages; in this case the data are available by request to the Archive. The
Archive fulfilled 42 requests for campaign data during FY2006 to the date of this report.
Raw and RINEX Archive data holdings, including URLs to the data files, are cataloged and
published to the GSAC (GPS Seamless Archive Centers). This cataloged information is
maintained in GSAC Retailer databases at SOPAC and UNAVCO. Through scripts or a web
interface, users can search for GPS data using spatial, temporal, and other search criteria and
receive back metadata about holdings and URLs directly to the data files of interest at the
Archive. The Archive has been producing Wholesaler information (GSAC format catalog of
holdings) for the GSAC since 1999. This operation occurs automatically in conjunction with data
injection into the Archive.

Outgoing FTP by Domain

.org
14%

all other
.com 4%
4%

.gov
15%

.edu
63%

Figure 18. Anonymous ftp pickup from the UNAVCO Archive by Internet domain.
SOPAC Archive
UNAVCO supports archiving of GPS data at the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center Archive
through a subcontract. Within its extensive holdings, SOPAC mirrors copies of UNAVCO Archive
data, and acts as an IGS Global Data Center. SOPAC continues to support the GPS Seamless
Archive Center (GSAC) through assistance to GPS data center participation using SOPACdeveloped tools, and providing user access tools.

Science Products
In addition to GPS raw and RINEX primary data, the Facility maintains science product
archives for the UNAVCO Global GPS Velocity Field (GPSVEL) and International Lithosphere
Program (ILP) Global Strain Rate Map (GSRM) projects. The Facility also provides tools for
scientists and the general public to utilize Earth science data, especially GPS data.
Data Management Software
UNAVCO has developed a binary GPS data exchange file and/or streaming format (BINEX; see
website http://binex.unavco.org) as a flexible, extensible, compact alternative to the ASCII
RINEX file format. BINEX is the future raw file format for PBO data and is now or soon to be
implemented in certain Ashtech, Leica, Topcon, and Trimble GPS receivers.UNAVCO
maintains a listserve on BINEX for support of Community BINEX developers and users.
UNAVCO continues to develop and support the TEQC (GNSS Translation, Editing and Quality
Checking) software package that is extensively used by the GPS community and remains the
foundation of data input and output for the Facility Archive. TEQC is used nationally and
internationally for major networks such as SCIGN, BARGEN, PANGA, and NASA’s GGN.
Project and Operations Database
The UNAVCO Project and Operations Databases hold critical administrative and operational
information for UNAVCO. The equipment component of the database is used within UNAVCO
for tracking thousands of pieces of equipment used in installations worldwide. The permanent
station metadata tracking component of the database is used by project engineers and PIs to
document station installations and to maintain updated permanent station metadata. During
FY2006, maintenance and usability improvements were made on these databases. New reporting
tools were added.
WInSAR Archive
During FY2006, UNAVCO became the home of the WInSAR system. UNAVCO is in the
process of taking over the administrative and technical management of WInSAR. UNAVCO’s
WInSAR node was initiated in FY2005. This year UNAVCO received the complete WInSAR
software set from CalTech and Stanford. UNAVCO’s WInSAR system holds 1.2 terabytes. A
software consultant is being hired to handle some near-term software customization and
enhancements to the WInSAR system.

3.0 Education, Outreach and Diversity
During past year, the UNAVCO Education and Outreach program and Facility worked on
various upcoming projects such as Africa Reference Frame (AFREF), two proposals to NSF
Polar Programs, short courses for new users of UNAVCO equipment and various types of data,
and support of “Broader Impacts” on several individual researcher’s proposals. One-pagers to

describe the Facility’s services to the Community have been revamped and are available at
http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/brochures/brochures.html.

3.1 UNAVCO Jules Verne Voyager Redesign
The UNAVCO Jules Verne Voyager web mapping tool Java user interface was completely
rewritten during the past year. Voyager is used both for E&O and Archive data and data product
display. The new interface (Figure 19, left) uses Java Swing and incorporates GUI design
elements that were based on extensive user involvement including students from Prof. Tamara
Sumner’s Center for Lifelong Learning and Design at the Computer Science Dept. at the U. of
Colorado, Boulder (Figure 20). Base map and feature selection is greatly simplified. The GUI
layout can also easily be changed using configuration files on the server. A new series of
graphical help and legend figures helps users understand and interpret map options and content
(Figure 19, right). The implementation is a collaborative project involving Prof. Michael
Hamburger, Indiana University; Prof. William Holt and Glenn Richards, SUNY Stonybrook;
Marianne Wiengroff, DLESE Program Center; with support from the NSF EarthScope Program.
UNAVCO participants included Stuart Wier, Susan Eriksson, Lou Estey and Charles Meertens at
UNAVCO. The new Voyager (beta-version) can be found at:
http://jules.unavco.org/Voyager2/Earth.

Figure 19. (left) The newly-redesigned UNAVCO Jules Verne Voyager web mapping tool.
http://jules.unavco.org/Voyager2/Earth and related help pages (right).

Figure 20. Last year student engineers from the Center for LifeLong Learning and Design participated in the
Voyger Redesign. (Right) Emily Elliott, Joe Kahim, Camille Dodson, and Anh Dang. (Left) Chris Poyze, Allen
Bagwell, Antonio Romero, and Adrian Chavez. Elements from their detailed design reviews were incorporated in
the new Voyager interface.

3.2 RESESS
UNAVCO’s formal internship program, now called “Research Experience in Solid Earth Science
for Students” (RESESS) http://resess.unavco.org/. RESESS has grown from one intern, fully
funded by the Facility, in summer of 2005 to three interns in the summer of 2006. RESESS has
been partially funded by the NSF GEO “Opportunities for Enhancing Diversity in the
Geosciences”. Tasks during the past year included establishing the website for the project,
working with an external evaluator and NSF’s contracted group of American Institutes for
Research to set up the formal evaluation of RESESS, and extensive travel to establish
partnerships with people involved in organizations serving students of underrepresented
populations. Three interns are in place; each is assigned a science mentor, a writing and
communication mentor, and a community mentor. Scientists and UNAVCO staff fill these
mentoring slots.
To help build partnerships with organizations serving students from underrepresented
communities, UNAVCO hosted 53 students from the Society for the Advancement of Chicanos
and Native Americans in Science (Figure 21). Four of those students had used Facility GPS
equipment in various summer programs in 2005 and those students presented papers at the
SACNAS conference in Denver. S. Eriksson is now serving on the Geoscience Taskforce of
SACNAS.

Figure 21. Students from the Society for the Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science came for a
tour UNAVCO in October. As part of the tour, they learned about EarthScope, GPS technology and science, and
received a short tutorial on real-time kinematic GPS (above).

The UNAVCO Community is embracing the RESESS program by including funding for interns
in various research proposals. During this summer, Stephen Hernandez is learning GPS
processing in anticipation of field work with E. Calais in Tanzania in late August. Funding for a
new RESESS intern has been included in the recently awarded MRI polar proposal. This is an
excellent start toward sustainability of this project.

3.3 PBO Nucleus Project – E&O Component
Rebecca Walker joined UNAVCO in September as Education Specialist for the PBO Nucleus
Project. Major accomplishments for this project during the past year include: setting goals and a
timeline for the first year of the project, interviewing college and university faculty who teach
general education courses in geoscience as to their interest in GPS related materials for their
courses, designing an evaluation plan, scheduling and conducting workshops for faculty and
teachers during 2006, developing materials for workshops, and initiating a master teacher-inresidence program. Several Community GPS scientists have
contributed to the design and implementation of this project
(Jessica Murray, Tim Melbourne, Jeff Freymuller, Jim Davis,
Herb Dragert, Andy Newman, Ani Tikkhu, Andy Fried, Tony
Lowry, and Seth Stein).
Pictured at right is the UNAVCO 2006 master teacher
summer program Teacher-in-Residence, Roger Groom, from
Mt. Tabor Middle School in Portland, OR. Groom has a
Masters of Education from Portland State University and
completed the Graduate Teacher Education Program at Portland State University. In addition to
his five years of experience teaching middle school Earth and space science, he has taught
biology, life science, and integrated science.

.
UNAVCO received new NSF funding for an EarthScope curriculum development workshop
organized by UNAVCO in August, 2006. The science topic is an EarthScope view of Cascadia.

3.4 Professional Development
Socorro Survey Training. A 17-person, 2.5-day course was taught
by UNAVCO engineers Beth Bartel and Nicole Feldl at the New
Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology (New Mexico Tech) in
Feb-March 2006. The class was a hands-on introduction to scientific
surveying using UNAVCO GPS equipment, specifically, Topcon
GB-1000 receivers. Static, fast static, post-processing kinematic, and
real-time kinematic techniques were covered. The purpose of the class was to familiarize
participants with the capabilities of GPS, as well as to provide practical instruction in using the
instruments for individual field projects.
UNAVCO Short Course Series. Beginning of summer 2005, UNAVCO is providing logistics
for Community members to provide short courses to increase the number of people using new
instrumentation and techniques. The UNAVCO Short Course Series web pages went live to
provide on-line registration, course materials, and travel logistics.
http://www.unavco.org/edu_outreach/uscs/2006/straingps/straingps.html . UNAVCO is
providing scholarship money for students to broaden participation in using UNAVCO data.
Two short courses (GLOBK/GAMIT for intermediate users (19 people) and Using Strainmeter
and Tiltmeter data (14 people) took place on June 12-16 at UNAVCO, Boulder (Figure 23).
Attendees included graduate and undergraduate students, researchers, and international visitors.

Figure 23. Examples of UNAVCO Short Courses include field GPS, strainmeter and GAMIT/Globk GPS
processing.

3.5 Other Outreach
National Meetings. Outreach at national science meetings is an important part of UNAVCO’s
mission and this year we had in addition to the UNAVCO booth at the GSA and AGU meetings
a number of presentations with contributions from UNAVCO Staff and Students. A sample of
the AGU abstracts and session presented is listed below.

AGU Presentations and Sessions with participation of UNAVCO Staff and Students
Geo-EarthScope Project Support at UNAVCO
Phillips, D A, W H Prescott, C M Meertens, M E Jackson, S Eriksson
Rapid Inflation Followed by Trapdoor Faulting in April 2005, Measured by Continuous GPS and InSAR at Sierra
Negra Volcano, Galapagos
Geist D, D Johnson, W Chadwick, S Jonsson, M Poland, C Meertens, W Gallagher, K Feaux
GEON Developments for Searching, Accessing, and Visualizing Distributed Data
Meertens, C, D Seber, C Baru, M Wright
Boundary Observatory and Crustal Deformation Posters
Presiding:K Feaux, University NAVSTAR Constortium; T Herring, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
PBO Facility Construction: GPS Network Status
Feaux, K, M Jackson, G Anderson, D Mencin, B Pauk, K Hafner, B Coyle, C Walls, B Friesen, and S
Borenstein
GPS Installation Progress in the Southern California Region of the Plate Boundary Observatory
Walls, C, E Arnitz, S Bick, S Lawrence, K Feaux, M Jackson
GPS Installation Progress in the Northern California Region of the Plate Boundary Observatory Coyle, B., Basset,
A., Williams, T., Enders, M., Feaux, K., Jackson, M.
Coyle, B, A Basset, M Enders, T Williams, K Feaux, M Jackson
The Plate Boundary Observatory: Data Management Progress and Highlights
Anderson, G, K Hodgkinson, M Jackson, J Wright
First Results From PBO Strainmeters On The Olympic Peninsula And Vancouver Island, Canada.
Hodgkinson, K, G Anderson, T Dittmann, M Gladwin, M Hasting, W Johnson, M Mee, B Mueller, S Venator, J
Wright
Integrating Education and Outreach With Large-Scale Experiments I and II Posters
Presiding:J DeLaughter, EarthScope; J Taber, Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology; S Eriksson,
UNAVCO.
Plate Boundary Observatory Infrastructure and Data Products in Education and Outreach
Eriksson, S C, K Barbour, E Lee
Providing Opportunities for Interdisciplinary Research through Partnering two Undergraduate Research Programs:
RESESS and SOARS , Pandya, R E, S C Eriksson
Geo-EarthScope Project Support at UNAVCO
Phillips, D A, W H Prescott, C M Meertens, M E Jackson, S Eriksson
Support of EarthScope GPS Campaigns at the UNAVCO Facility
Blume, F, N Feldl
Stalking the September 2005 Cascadia Episodic Tremor and Slip event: Results from a Dense GPS Deployment,
Johnson, D J, K Creager, A Wech, R Bennett, F Blume, N Feldl
The Earthscope Plate Boundary Observatory Akutan Alaskan Volcano Network Installation
B. Pauk, M Jackson, D Mencin, J. Power, W Gallaher, A Basset, K Kore, Z Hargraves, and T Peterson
Plate Boundary Observatory GPS Data Analysis
TA Herring, R King, S McClusky, M Murray, M Santillan, T Melbourne, and G Anderson
How Stable is the Mississippi Delta?
TE Tornqvist, SJ Bick, K van der Borg, and AFM de Jong
Tectonic Controls on Magmatism at Taal Volcano, Philippines, G A Galgana, M W Hamburger, E Corpuz, and B
A Bartel
The B4 Project: Scanning the San Andreas and San Jacinto Fault Zones
M Bevis, K Hudnut, R Sanchez, C Toth, D Grejner-Brzezinska, E Kendrick, D Caccamise, D Raleigh, H Zhou,
S Shan, W Shindle, A Yong, J Harvey, A Borsa, F Ayoub, B Elliot, R Shrestha, B Carter, M Sartori, D Phillips,
F Coloma, and K Stark
Extending Ambient Noise Surface Wave Tomography to Continental Scales: Application Across the United States
Bensen, G D, M H Ritzwoller, N M Shapiro, A L Levshin
Locating the Source of the Twenty-six-second Microseism by Cross-correlating Records of Ambient Seismic Noise ,
Shapiro, N M, M H Ritzwoller, G D Bensen
T

Broad-Band Ambient Noise Surface Wave Tomography Across Eurasia: Early Results
Ritzwoller, M H, Y Yang, N M Shapiro, G D Bensen
Determining Rocky Mountain Front Seismicity: A Colorado Case Study
Viviano, C, G Monsalve, A Sheehan, G Bensen
Update on Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) Activities in the PNW Region
Hafner, K, P Gray, K Austin

UNAVCO intern Stephen Hernandez presented his summer 2005 research at the Society for the
Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science(SACNAS) National Meeting,
Denver: Characterizing Multipath Sources at Seismic Frequencies: A case study for the Parkfield GPS array.
UNAVCO E&O Website Revision. The UNAVCO E&O website (Figure 24) has undergone a
major revision over the last year in order to reflect the many new activities underway at
UNAVCO, to provide enhanced outreach, and to provide appropriate information for a range of
users including researchers, teachers, faculty, students, and the general public. In addition, our
UNAVCO Community is actively sending us current research material for our rotating highlights
on the UNAVCO front page. This website supports the RESESS, PBO Nucleus projects, and the
UNAVCO Short Course Series.

Figure 24. The new UNAVCO Education and Outreach web pages. See:
http://www.unavco.org/edu_outreach/edu_outreach.html.

UNAVCO Community Activities. The UNAVCO Community has grown to 78 Members and
Associate Members from around the globe (Figure 25). Members and other scientists and
students from the geodetic science community met at 2006 UNAVCO Science Workshop held
March 14-16 in Denver, Colorado. The meeting, supported by this NSF Cooperative Agreement,
had a full agenda with planned science sessions that included: Imaging, Transients, Continental
Deformation, Hazards, and Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) Geodesy (Figure 26).
Science sessions were complemented by 13 Special Interest Group sessions that provided smaller
venues for detailed discussions and interactions on a wide range of topics from UNAVCO
Facility engineering and data services to broadening the participation in geodetic science (see
agenda below). To broaden our Community, UNAVCO funded two undergraduate students, one
teacher from and underrepresented population and a RESESS intern. The intern presented a
poster and two of these undergraduates will work with Eric Calais at Purdue on summer research
in Tanzania. UNAVCO forged partnership with Texas department of education at this meeting to
disseminate GPS and plate tectonic activities.

Figure 25. The UNAVCO Community has grown to 54 members and 22 affiliate members from around the world.
The 2006 UNAVCO Science workshop was held in March at the historic Brown Palace Hotel in Denver, Colorado.

UNAVCO hosted with IRIS the GEPON (Geoscience Education and Public Outreach Network)
workshop at UNAVCO, March 22-24, 2006 with about 36 E&O ‘professionals’ attending from
across the country.
UNAVCO 2006 Science Workshop Agenda
Organizing Committee: Mark Tamisiea, Chair, Evelyn Roeloffs, Co-Chair and Herb Dragert, Co-Chair

SCIENCE SESSION I - Observing and Modeling Transient Tectonics
Chair:
Speakers:

Tony Lowry (University of Colorado)
Jim Rice and Yajing Liu (Harvard)
Tony Lowry (University of Colorado)
Takeshi Sagiya (Nagoya University)

Thora Arnadottir (University of Iceland)

SCIENCE SESSION II - Continental Deformation and Hazards
Chair:
Speakers:

Giovanni Sella (NGS)
Eric Calais (Purdue University)
Roy Dokka (Louisiana State University)
Alessandro Forte (University of Quebec)
Seth Stein (Northwestern University)

SCIENCE SESSION III - Imaging with InSAR and LiDAR
Chair:
Speakers:

Gerald Bawden (USGS, Sacramento)
Tim Wright (University of Oxford)
Chuck Wicks (USGS)
Michael Bevis (Ohio State University)
Bawden (USGS, Sacramento)

SCIENCE SESSION IV – GNSS Geodesy: Achieving and Utilizing mm Global Geodesy
Chair:
Speakers:

Tom Herring (MIT)
Jim Davis (CfA)
Ralf Schimd (Munich)
Tom Heaton (Caltech)
John Wahr (University of Colorado)

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
LiDAR Data: Management, Processing and Access, Organizers:

Dana Piwiniski (IAGT) and Chris Crosby (ASU)

Transient Tectonics, Panel: Jim Rice and Yajing Liu (Harvard), Tony Lowry (U. of Colorado),
Takeshi Sagiya (Nagoya U.) and Thora Arnadottir (U. of Iceland)

New Data Search and Access Tools at the UNAVCO Archive, Organizer:
Writing a Successful Education Proposal, Organizer:
GeoEarthScope, Organizer:

Fran Boler (UNAVCO)

Susan Eriksson (UNAVCO)

Phillips (UNAVCO)

Broadening Participation in our Science, Organizer:

Susan Eriksson (UNAVCO)

Instrumentation Challenges for the International Polar Year, Organizer:
PBO (Plate Boundary Observatory), Organizer:

Mike Jackson (UNAVCO)

SNARF (Stable North American Reference Frame), Organizer:
InSAR Data Availability and Access, Organizer:
Strainmeter Data Handling and Processing,

Bjorn Johns (UNAVCO)

Geoff Blewitt (University of Nevada, Reno)

Andrea Donnellan (JPL)

Organizer: Kathleen Hodgkinson (UNAVCO)

Data and Data Product Issues, Organizers: Greg Anderson (UNAVCO) and Tom Herring (MIT)
UNAVCO Facility Engineering and Equipment Support,
Organizers: Steve Fisher, Freddy Blume, Jim Normandeau and Bjorn Johns (UNAVCO)

UNAVCO Dinner Talk - Communicating About Natural Hazards: The State of the Art
Speaker: Dennis Mileti (University of Colorado)

UNAVCO Proposal Chair: Eric Calais (Purdue University)
NEW INITIATIVES MEETING

Chair: Seth Stein (Northwestern University)

Figure 26. UNAVCO Science Workshop. (left) Anne Douglas, GNS Science New Zealand, discussing New
Zealand GeoNet GPS network expansion and the observation of slow earthquakes. (center) Tim Wright, University
of Oxford, presenting InSAR results from the massive 2005 Dabbahu (Afar, Ethiopia) rifting event and his
experiences in installing continuous GPS sites along the rift. (right) Fredrick Blume (UNAVCO) describing the local
geology during the Red Rocks field trip. Over 70 presentations and posters were given and 120 persons attended the
meeting.

Figure 27. Students learning GPS field techniques and regional geology in the context of natural history and
environmental issues (from Prof. Michael Hamburger, Indiana University) in the “Volcanoes of the Eastern Sierra
Nevada: Geology and Natural Heritage of the Long Valley Caldera” class. The class is unique in that it is designed
for non-science majors. For more information see: http://www.unavco.org/edu_outreach/edu_outreach.html.

UNAVCO’s highlights now include other activities by UNAVCO members. UNAVCO E&O
Standing Committee Chair, Professor Michael Hamburger of Indiana University, recently
finished leading his fourth G188 class through the Eastern Sierra Nevada in California. The
course, entitled "Volcanoes of the Eastern Sierra Nevada: Geology and Natural Heritage of the
Long Valley Caldera", is a two-week summer field course designed to give students hands-on
opportunities to discover the geology of eastern California (Figure 27). Hamburger has been
teaching the course, along with his colleague John Rupp, Assistant Director for Research at the
Indiana Geological Survey, since it's inception in 2002. This year, they were joined by Associate
Instructor Anne Hereford in leading students through this "natural laboratory for teaching".
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Appendix A: UNAVCO Permanent Station Support
Network Name or Location

Principal Investigator

Level of
Effort in 2006

Mike Jackson, UNAVCO

Number of
Active
Stations
418

EarthScope/PBO
Nucleus/ExNets

Will Prescott, UNAVCO

209

high

SoumiNet

Randolph Ware, UCAR

64

medium

GGN Core Stations

Dave Stowers, JPL

58

high

BARGEN (non ExNets)

Brian Wernicke, Caltech

48

high

L1 Networks

Various

43

low

Hawaii

Paul Segall, Stanford

24

low

Other NASA GGN/SENH

Various

18

high

GULFNET

Roy Dokka, LSU

15

low

Antarctica

Phil Kyle, New Mexico Tech

14

high

Sage New Zealand

John Beavan, GNS

13

low

Mauna Loa

Ben Brooks, U. Hawaii

12

high

Mid America/New Madrid

Bob Smalley, U. Memphis

11

medium

Jalisco, Mexico

Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison

10

medium

Nicoya Costa Rica

Tim Dixon, U. Miami

9

high

Oaxaca, Mexico

Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison

8

medium

Mediterranean

Rob Reilinger, MIT

7

high

Central Asia

Tom Herring, MIT

6

low

U.S. Coast Guard/CORS

Ben Otteni, USCG

6

low

Guerrero Coast

Kristine Larson, CU

4

medium

Akutan Volcano

Tom Murray, USGS

4

low

Alaska/Denali

Jeff Freymueller, UAF

4

low

high

Galapagos (Dual Freq)

Dennis Geist, U. Idaho

4

high

US Array

John Derr, IRIS

4

high

Philippines

Michael Hamburger, Indiana U.

3

medium

Arenal Costa Rica

Susan Schwartz, UC Santa Cruz

3

low

Okmok Volcano

Jeff Freymueller, UAF

3

low

Socorro

Andy Newman, Georgia Tech

3

high

Las Vegas

Geoff Blewitt, UNR

2

medium

Greenland

Kristine Larson, CU

2

medium

Popocateptl Volcano (Dual
Freq)
Bhutan

Tim Dixon, U. Miami

2

low

Roger Billham, CU

2

high

Santorini

Andy Newman, Georgia Tech

2

high

Northern Mexico

Rick Bennett, U. Arizona

2

high

Mt. Washington, NH

Steve Nerem, CU

1

medium

Indonesia

Rob McCaffrey, RPI

1

low

Total Number of Permanent Stations Supported in 2006
2005

1039
755

APPENDIX B. UNAVCO NASA Support
B-1.0 Summary
The UNAVCO, Inc. Boulder Facility provides GPS project support to investigators funded by
the National Science Foundation (NSF) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), including the NASA’s Earth Science Enterprise. In addition, support is provided to the
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in their management of the NASA Global GPS Network
(GGN) and to the International GPS Service (IGS) Central Bureau (CB), also located at JPL.
UNAVCO provides daily monitoring support for 75 NASA permanent GPS stations. NASA
provides support for the GPS infrastructure through a network of permanent GPS stations called
the Global GPS Network (GGN) that represents approximately 20% of the stations that make up
the IGS permanent station global network. UNAVCO’s first response authority continues for 57
GGN stations contributing to the IGS. UNAVCO will handle all direct monitoring and
troubl3shooting responsibilities and respond with appropriate action while informing JPL of ongoing actions and effects on data quality and availability. In addition, UNAVCO is retaining the
same responsibilities for the GGN, SENH and other NASA installations already handled at the
Facility.
NASA Project Web Site
A new "NASA Project" front page for the UNAVCO Facility Web page with interactive station
maps (GGN and SENH) is now live. The new site can be viewed here;
http://facility.unavco.org/project_support/nasa/nasa.html Additional content will be added throughout the
year, including more on the IRIS/IDA – NASA-JPL collaborations and co-locations, and the
Marshall Antenna and Equipment Test Facility described below.

B-2.0 Support of the Global GPS Network (GGN)
NASA provides support for the GPS infrastructure through a network of permanent GPS stations
called the Global GPS Network (GGN) which represents approximately 20% of the 336 active
stations (as of June 27th, 2006) that make up the IGS permanent station global network. Data
from these stations are used to produce highly accurate products that are essential for Earth
science research, multidisciplinary applications, and education.
Increasingly important for the IGS community, is providing high-rate (1Hz) data products for
real-time global, differential corrections for dynamic positioning. JPL is currently receiving 1Hz
data, in real-time, from about 44 global stations and UNAVCO’s responsibility has increased to
include first response monitoring, operational and backup functions for these important real-time
installations. Also, GGN stations represent approximately 25% of IGS hourly stations.
JPL-NASA and UNAVCO have also been fostering active collaborative opportunities with IRIS
where it is feasible and practical. These collaborations have resulted in four direct Internet

equipment co-shares, and an additional two (GPS and seismic) instrument co-locations. Two
more are planned later this year (as discussed in the following paragraphs).

B-2.1 GGN Permanent Installations
The Facility participates in site reconnaissance, site selection, monumentation, and establishing
local infrastructure such as power and communications. The goals include successful
implementation of initial capability at the stations, collection of data indefinitely or during the
period of planned experiments, maintenance of valuable collaborations, and contributing to the
long term future of the global GPS infrastructure. In the last fiscal year (as of June 27th, 2006)
UNAVCO has performed one new GGN station installation, and two domestic station
maintenance visits. The new real-time, high-rate installation is in Richmond, FL, at the CSTARS
Facility, and features a Trimble NetRs receiver and Zephyr antenna being downloaded with a
new Linux computer system. Two maintenance visits were done to the GGN/IGS station on the
Harvest Oil Platform outside California. The existing VSAT link is faulty and plans are being
developed for the installation of a new VSAT dish and electronics. This installation poses great
challenges due to access and platform logistics such as space and sky view. Planning and
preparations are also being done for two new GGN/IGS installations in Africa. One station will
be co-located with an IRIS/IDA seismic station on Madagascar. IDA and UNAVCO will share
installation and operation expenses for a proposed ADSL Internet connection for this station. The
second station will be installed at the College of Lands and Architectural Studies (UCLAS) in
Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania. UNAVCO engineers will be handling both installations, with the one
in Tanzania done during a campaign project in that country.
Other major upgrades include a new wireless Internet connection for the GGN/IGS station on the
Seychelles (also co-located with IRIS/IDA). This upgrade has allowed a stable data retrieval
configuration at a lower monthly cost than the old ISP dial-up connection. Good interactions
with our collaborator and the local Internet provider facilitated a smooth transaction to the new
system. A new Ashtech GPS receiver and Linux computer was also installed during this upgrade.
In Rijadh, Saudi Arabia, a new UNAVCO configured Linux computer has been installed with
help from local collaborators at the KACST University. This computer will facilitate data offload
of three to five GGN and IGS stations in that country. Station upgrades and maintenance work is
still outstanding before all sites will be operational again. We also employed help from our
collaborator at the Department of Geological Survey and Mines in Uganda to swap out a faulty
mini computer at the GGN/IGS station in Mbarara. The quick local response kept the data outage
to a minimum. Unfortunately, the IGS station in Cordoba, Argentina was decommissioned due to
customs regulations in Argentina, and the lack of a formal MOU between CONAE and NASA
for GPS operations. All the GPS and communications equipment has been returned to
UNAVCO.
The Facility also upgraded or replaced faulty receivers at five GGN/IGS stations during this
period (AREQ, GODE, MCM4, NSSP, QUIN), and one antenna was replaced at GUAM.
UNAVCO also facilitated a purchase of two Trimble NetRs receivers through its Community
purchase program for a collaborator at the Russian Academy of Sciences to be used for upgrades
at GGN stations to be determined in Central Asia.

B-2.1 Daily GGN Monitoring and Upgrades
UNAVCO provided daily monitoring support for 75 NASA permanent GPS stations during this
report period, 30 of which are part of the LEO sub-network, three are part of the Deep Space
Network (DSN), 28 sites are real-time 1Hz (RTNT offloaded) global stations, and three were
installed with other NASA funding. The network monitoring responsibility requires over 100
individual troubleshooting tasks a month at GGN stations around the world. The individual tasks
include computer OS troubleshooting, maintenance and upgrades, receiver troubleshooting and
resets, software upgrades, general site maintenance and communications with local contacts and
collaborators regarding maintenance, payment of expenses, requests for equipment/spares, and
plans for site visits and future station plans.
Between October 1st, 2005 and June 27th, 2006 UNAVCO has performed over 800 individual
troubleshooting tasks. The most important are in association with the upgrades mentioned in the
section above, but extensive work is also routinely being done remotely from the UNAVCO
offices to maintain computers, upgrade download programs, troubleshoot and correct receiver
problems, and support work to pay for Internet and associated expenses as well as shipping
equipment back and forth between stations. This is what ultimately ensures an operational GGN
network.

B-2.2 GGN Backup
Beginning in the last quarter of 1998, UNAVCO and JPL began working together to develop a
method to enhance the reliability of data delivery from GGN stations to the broader GPS
community via the Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS). Toward that goal,
UNAVCO and JPL collaborated to develop a backup/data offload capability that can be
implemented in the event of a system failure at JPL.
During pre-planned test periods and in the event of an actual system failure at JPL, UNAVCO
will assume responsibility for downloading raw data from a subset of the GGN stations. This
process includes retrieving raw data from remote stations, creating RINEX files, and pushing
those files to CDDIS - all in near real time. New backup capabilities have been added including
data handling for 1Hz RTNT Ashtech data conversion to 1Hz RINEX files.

B-3.0 Other Support Activities

B-3.1 Support to the IGS Central Bureau (CB)
UNAVCO support to the IGS Central Bureau included providing technical and logistical support
for the various IGS CB responsibilities and functions as defined in the IGS Terms of Reference,
primarily for the day-to-day coordination of the service. The IGS CB Web Mirror (igsws)
maintenance includes installing Web server software, operating system patches, and security
fixes. The IGS CB web mirror keeps a daily backup of the IGS CB Web site which consists of
approximately 3 Gb of web pages, mail forums, and ftp files. This Web mirror has been
implemented to provide a persistent IGS CB Web presence in the event of a system failure at
JPL.
UNAVCO personnel also support the maintenance of UNAVCO’s TEQC (Translation, Editing
and Quality Check) software that is commonly used for data conditioning by most IGS
participants. UNAVCO personnel participate in discussions with the CB and/or the IGS
Infrastructure Committee on relevant topics such as equipment calibration, station operations,
and data formats, and maintain the capability to provide backup access to critical data and
product for the IGS. UNAVCO also attend and participate in IGS meetings (the IGS Workshop
in Darmstadt, Germany in May 2006 being the latest), interface with GPS manufactures on
receiver and antenna issues, and assist the IGS CB in evaluating organizational requirements and
implementing new capabilities as necessary to effectively manage the IGS.

B-3.2 Software Development
Four major software packages continue to be supported. The primary package is TEQC, a tool
for translating, editing, and quality checking GPS data. TEQC is now widely used by institutions
and investigators around the world including JPL and CDDIS. Embedded in TEQC is a
UNAVCO-developed binary exchange (BINEX) format software which is being promoted to
make raw data streams more robust and compact. UNAVCO personnel are involved in planning
for the release of RINEX version 3.0 data format needed to accommodate Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) modernization. GNSS modernization, including GPS, GLONASS and
Galileo systems are continually evolving. GPS will soon add L2C, L5 (GPS third frequency),
and G5 (GLONASS third frequency) signals as part of GNSS modernization. During FY2006,
L2C reading and writing capability were added to TEQC for handling certain Trimble formats.
Also, the receiver offload software packages EGADS/SHARC and the next generation,
SCHEDG/SHARC, allowing for control and download capabilities of Ashtech Z-XII3 and
MicroZ receivers continues to be used. And lastly, a new UNAVCO data offload program has
been developed and deployed utilizing Perl code and the SHARC program to automatically
download data. It is designed to connect to an Ashtech receiver (direct serial or phone
connection), determine what files are on it, then download and verify the files, and then delete
the files from the receiver one at a time, if the download was successful. The big advantage with
this program over EGADS/SCHEDG is that it downloads, writes to disk and deletes one file at a
time where as EGADS/SCHEDG attempts to download all the files at once from the receiver
(keeping them in memory). Only if it successfully downloads all the data files will it write the
files to disk. This has caused numerous download problems in the past when using
EGADS/SCHEDG on less than perfect communication lines. The new software package is

intended to run under a cron job, so it can be executed once a day or hourly as preferred.

B-3.3 L2C Experiment Support
UNAVCO is supporting JPL with logistical and equipment configuration support for the “First
demonstration of Global Civil Tracking of the Block II-RM L2C Signal (GCTL2C)” experiment.
Using existing NASA/JPL capabilities and the existing GGN network distribution, six new L2C
capable GPS receivers have successfully been deployed to existing GGN/IGS stations and one
other IGS station. Trimble NetRs receivers (and three chokering antennas) have been deployed
and are operational. The six stations are: McMurdo, Fairbanks, Hawaii, South Africa,
Spitsbergen, and at the UNAVCO Facility in Boulder. L2C data is being collected and archived
at JPL, and will be integrated into the existing analysis and evaluation capability at JPL. The
initial demonstration period is set to last about nine months starting in the fall of 2005. The first
Block II-RM L2C satellite launch happened in October 2005, and the new signal was
successfully tracked shortly after that by the newly deployed network after being enabled by the
Air Force. The data sets are available from the CDDIS.

B-3.4 Marshall Antenna and Equipment Test Facility
The new UNAVCO equipment test facility being constructed at Marshall Field outside Boulder
for investigation of receiver and antenna performance, equipment mixing, and new GPS
observables issues, is nearing completion. Two concrete monuments have been constructed, and
plans are in the works for finalizing the designs, outfitting the site, and planning equipment tests.
The test facility is being constructed to meet current and future needs for equipment tests to
determine offsets and biases resulting from antenna mixing, new observables (L2C, L5, and the
new Galileo system), and new GPS technology. These test are important to determine effects on
the GPS satellite ephemeredes, Earth rotation parameters, global tracking station coordinates and
velocities, GPS satellite and tracking station clock information, zenith tropospheric path delay
estimates, and global ionospheric maps. This data is used by the International Earth Rotation and
Reference Systems Service (IERS) for the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) and
other products such as monitoring deformation of the Earth, monitoring Earth rotation,
monitoring the troposphere and ionosphere, and determining orbits of scientific satellites.

B-3.5 AFREF
The Unification of African Reference Frames (AFREF) Project
One UNAVCO employee attended the upcoming AFREF Workshop
(http://geoinfo.uneca.org/afref/) in Cape Town in July 2006. UNAVCO will play a role in the
workshop proceedings and discussions, and US$26,000 has been transferred from UNAVCO
GGN budget (this grant) to cover participant travel expenses for African investigators. The map
below shows the sparse GPS coverage on the African continent and the importance of supporting
the AFREF initiative and the upcoming workshop.

Figure 8. The sparse coverage of operational GGN-IGS (red) and IGS (blue) permanent GPS
stations on the African continent underscores the importance of the AFREF initiative and
continued efforts to include local investigators and global data sharing.

B-3.6 Data Support
UNAVCO provides active management and archiving support for NASA-funded campaigns and
permanent stations. All metadata for permanent stations and campaigns are managed in an
Oracle relational database that is accessible to the user through the Internet. GPS data are stored
on an enterprise-class RAID system backed up with DLT tapes. The flow of data is managed
using an extensive system of hardware and software tools that facilitate ftp push and pull, LDMIDD, email, and manual data transfers. Permanent station data are distributed via anonymous ftp,
automatically via Unidata’s Local Data Manager-Internet Data Distribution (LDM-IDD)
software, and upon request, if nonstandard observables or raw data are desired by the user.
Campaign Data. Approximately 15% of the 612 legacy campaigns currently held in the
UNAVCO Archive received NASA funding at the data collection stage. During FY2006, no new
campaigns with NASA support were added to the Archive. When data are requested, RINEX is
created (if raw files were archived) and provided to the requestor. Some campaign data is
distributed via web pages with links allowing the user to pick up the data from the anonymous
ftp campaign pickup area.
Permanent Station Data. Data from 123 permanent stations supported by NASA funding

(current or legacy) arrive at UNAVCO via LDM-IDD, scp, ftp pull, and ftp-push on an hourly or
daily basis (for most sites) for archiving. Of these, 63 are available GGN stations; data for these
are picked up on an hourly or daily basis and archived. Archiving of all available GGN data at
UNAVCO was requested by members of the Community to facilitate their data pickup and
processing. Further, GGN data archiving facilitates highest quality maintenance of metadata
within UNAVCO databases, which reinforces the maintenance role played by UNAVCO.
Automated data handling ensures that files are archived within a few minutes of arrival.
Metadata are automatically checked against database contents and discrepancies are resolved. All
data that arrive in raw format are translated to RINEXed format the time of archiving and made
available in the anonymous ftp pickup area. Of the 123 sites archived, 37 are L1-only sites and
86 are dual frequency sites.

Appendix C. Campaign Archiving - FY2006
ID

PROJECT NAME

PI

FUNDING

G2702

Freymueller

Community

G2700
G2689
G2683
G2731
G2634
G2681
G1927
G2706
G2722

AEIC/BarrowIceSAT/Bering/Barrow
Antenna Swap 2004
Akutan/Dutch Harbor 2004
Alaska Uplift 2004
Amchitka 2004
Antarctica Support 2005/2006
Antarctica Support 2004/2005
Atka 2004
Baja South 1998 (revisit)
Breidamerkurjokull 2005
Cascadia ETS Earthscope 2005

Freymueller
Freymueller
Freymueller
Various
Various
Freymueller
Dixon/Schwartz
Waddington/Tulaczyk
Johnson/Creager/Bennett

G2753
G2339
G1929
G2597
G2676
G2713
G2748
G2751
G2766
G2764
G2711
G2685
G2708
G2678
G2724
G2719
G2744
G2692
G2694
G2746
G2687
G2001
G2728
G2737
G2785
G2672
G2667

Central America 2004/2005
Central Asia 2002 (revisit)
Costa Rica 2000
Denali 2004 (revisit)
High Arctic Field Course 2005
Hydrological Linkages 2005
Jalisco 2005
Jamaica 2005
Joshua Tree 2005
Joshua Tree 2006
K2 2005
Kenai 2004
Kuparuk 2005
Lebanon 2003
Lebanon 2004
Loma Prieta 2005
Monument Hill Fault 2005
Mt. Spurr 2004
Mt. St. Augustine 2004
Oaxaca 2004/2005
Okmok 2004
Pakistan 2001 revisit
Pakistan 2005
Pakistan 2006
Pico del Aguila Anticline 2005
RETREAT Italy 2005
San Andreas Fault Swath Mapping B4 2005

DeMets
Herring
Dixon
Freymueller
Welker/Sletten
Gooseff/McGlynn
DeMets
DeMets
Bennett
Bennett
Shroder/Bishop
Freymueller
Nelson
Reilinger/Barazangi
Reilinger/Barazangi
Burgmann
Anastasio
Freymueller
Freymueller
DeMets
Freymueller
Bilham
Bilham
Bilham
Anastasio
Bennett
Bevis/Hudnut

G2696
G2698
TOTAL

Sanak 2004
STEEP 2004

Freymueller
Freymueller

USGS
NSF-EAR
DOE
NSF-OPP
NSF-OPP
USGS
NSF-EAR
NSF-OPP
NSF-EAR
Earthscope
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
NSF-OCE
NSF-EAR
NSF-OPP
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
Community
Community
Community
NSF-EAR
NSF-OPP
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
USGS
USGS
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
USGS
NSF
NSF
NSF
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
Earthscope
Community
NSF-EAR
39

Appendix D. Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO - 2006
Notes: Station names without dates do not have data in the archive yet. Retired stations show start and end dates in
() after the station name.
ID
Network Name
Number of
Station Name (date of first
Institution
Funding
Stations
data in archive)
G2418
Akutan Volcano 4 operating
AKGG (2003-06-28)
Alaska Volcano USGS
AKLV (2002-06-21)
Observatory
AKMO (2002-07-01)
AKRB (2003-06-30)
G1617
Alaska
2 operating
EYAC (2005-07-09)
U. Alaska
NSF-EAR2 retired
GRNR (1997-08-20)
Geophysics
ATWC (1998-10-29 to
2001-06-04)
AUGL (2000-09-16 to
2006-01-09)
G2645
Andaman Islands 2 operating
CARI (2005-01-20)
CERI
Community
HAV2 (2006-05-20)
G1891
Antarctica L1
2 operating
Station list – see below
UNAVCO
NSF Polar
5 retired
BOMZ (2003-01-09), MACG (2002-12-15), ABBZ (2003-01-06 to 2003-05-25), CONZ (1999-12-15 to 200006-05), E1GP (2000-12-30 to 2002-12-06), HOOZ (1999-12-07 to 2002-11-25), NAUS (2000-12-30 to 200212-06)
G1983
Antarctica Erebus 6 operating
Station list – see below
UNAVCO
NSF Polar
1 retired
CONZ (2000-12-21), E1G2 (2003-01-01), HOOZ (2003-01-01), LEHG (2003-01-06), NAUS (2003-01-01),
RAYG (2004-01-02), ELHT (2003-01-21 to 2002-11-04)
G2726
Antarctica3 operating
AMU2(2005-11-03)
USGS,
NSF-OPP
MCMD(2005-11-02)
Infrastructure
UNAVCO
WAIS (2005-12-01 to
2006-01-29)
G2625
Antarctica
3 operating
FLM5 (2005-11-25)
Ohio State
NSF-OPP
2 retired
FTP4 (2006-01-07)
Transantarctic
ROB4 (2005-11-29)
Mountains
FLM2 (2004-11-19 to
2005-03-11)
FTP1 (2005-01-31 to
2006-01-06)
G1369
Arenal
2 retired
AROL (1995-05-07 to
UCSC,
NSF-EAR-GeoU. Miami
2003-12-18)
physics 9614687,
LOLA (1995-05-04 to
9615561
NASA-SENH
2003-12-26)
G2346
Bhutan
2 operating
RBIT (2003-10-24)
U. Colorado
NSF-EAR
TIMP (2002-05-21)
G1594
Central Asia
9 operating
Station list – see below
MIT
NSF-EAR-Conti3 retired
nental Dynamics
9614302, NSF- EARIF 9708618
NASA
CHUM (1997-07-10), KAZA (1997-10-13) , KMTR (2000-10-15), KRTV (2000-09-07), PODG (1998-05-21),
POL2 (1995-05-25), SELE (1997-05-08), SUMK (1997-10-13) TALA (1998-08-31), KUMT (1997-06-23 to
2001-05-30), SHAS (1997-07-18 to 2000-10-25), TALG (1995-07-09 to 1999-05-06)

G1934

Costa Rica

1 retired

IRZU (1999-12-08 to
2003-05-23)

NASA-SENH

G2588
CORS
16 operating
NOAA
AIS1 (2006-06-01), AST1 (2004-07-30), BAY2 (2006-06-20), BIS1 (2006-06-01), BKR1 (2004-02-20), BRMU
(2006-06-01), GUS2 (2006-06-01), KOD1 (2006-06-01), LEV1 (2006-06-01), LNC1 (2004-01-01), MDR3
(2004-01-01), MYT1 (2004-01-01), PBOC (2006-06-01), PUB1 (2004-01-01), PUB2 (2005-03-26), WES2
(2006-06-01)
G2274
Cotopaxi L1
2 operating
CX01 (2002-06-12)
UNAVCO
None
CX02 (2002-06-12)
G1857
DIVE
2 operating
SPW2 (1999-09-23)
Central Wash- NASA-SENH
TPW2 (2000-03-30)
ington U.
G1888
DIVE L1
2 operating
CCW1 (2000-07-09)
Central Wash- NASA-SENH
2 retired
NPW1 (2000-09-01)
ington U.
SPW1 (1999-10-27 to
2002-07-21))
TPW1 (2000-03-31 to
2003-04-24)
G2333
Denali Fault
10 operating
Station list – see below
U. Alaska
NSF
2 retired
5 to PBO (ATTC,
DH32, DRMC,
MENT, PAX2)
299C (2002-11-15), BITS (2003-10-05), DLTJ (2003-10-09), DNLC (2002-11-16), FRIG (2002-11-09), HIWC
(2002-11-18), HURC (2002-11-19), JANL (2002-11-16), LOGC (2002-11-07), SDOU (2003-09-10), ATTC
(2003-08-24 to 2004-07-11), BEA2 (2003-01-12 to 2003-07-08), DH32 (2003-09-15 to 2004-07-13), DRMC
(2002-11-14 to 2004-07-15), MENT (2002-11-11 to 2004-07-12), PAXC (2002-11-14 to 2003-09-05), PAX2
(2003-08-29 to 2004-07-13)
G1633
Ethiopia
2 retired
ADD1 (1997-08-01)
U. Colorado
NSF-EAR-GeoREDG (1997-08-01)
physics
9706356, NSF- ARI
G2269
Galapagos
2 operating
GV01 (2002-05-27)
U. Idaho,
NSF-EAR-GeoGV02 (2002-05-29)
UNAVCO
physics-004067,
NASA
G2272
Galapagos L1
4 operating
GV03 (2002-05-28) GV04 U. Idaho,
NSF-EAR-Geo(2002-05-30) GV05
UNAVCO
physics-004067,
NASA
(2002-05-30) GV06
(2002-06-01)
G1729
GGN
63 operating
Station list – see below
JPL
NASA
13 retired
AMC2 (1998-03-24), AOA1 (1994-08-30), AREQ (1994-02-01), ARTU (2005-01-01), ASC1 (1996-04-20),
BOGT (1994-11-04), BREW (2001-11-08), CASA (2000-04-09), CHPI (2001-04-17), CHUM (1997-07-10),
CIC1 (1999-02-09), CRAO (2000-04-27), CRO1 (1994-01-16), DGAR (1996-03-11), FAIR (1991-10-17),
GLPS (2003-01-06), GODE (1993-04-07), GOL2 (2005-01-01), GOLD (1989-12-15), GUAM (1995-01-20),
GUAO (2005-01-01), HARV (1992-06-17), HRAO (1996-09-05), IISC (1995-10-01), IRKM (2005-01-01),
ISPA (2004-02-13), JPLM (2005-01-01), KELY (1995-07-23), KOKB (1990-10-05), KUNM (1998-06-12),
MAD2 (2005-01-01), MADR (2005-01-01), MBAR (2001-03-20), MCM4 (1995-01-25), MDO1 (1993-05-28),
MKEA (1996-08-08), MOBN (2005-01-01), MSKU (2001-02-28), NISU (2004-09-06), NLIB (1993-03-05),
NRIL (2005-01-01), NSSP (1996-09-02), PETS (2005-01-01), PIE1 (1992-10-23), PIMO (1997-05-07), POL2
(1995-05-25), QUIN (1992-09-06), RABT (2000-05-17), RBAY (2000-05-10), SANT (1992-02-24), SELE
(1997-05-08), SEY1 (1998-08-13), SHAO (1995-01-20), SIMO (2001-07-26), SOLA (2004-03-05), SUTH
(1997-12-05), TID2 (2005-01-01), TIDB (2005-01-01), USN3 (2004-06-28), USUD (1990-07-16), YAKT
(2005-01-01), YSSK (2005-01-01), ZAMB (2002-06-02), CORD (1999-07-28 to 2006-05-01), EISL (1999-0705 to 2003-11-04), GALA (1998-02-27 to 1999-08-01), KWJ1 (1996-03-05 to 2005-06-27), MCM5 (2050-0101 to 1980-01-01), MOIN (2050-01-01 to 1980-01-01), PHLW (2000-08-22 to 2003-01-13), RIOP (1996-06-10
to 2001-12-30), THU1 (2000-04-09 to 2000-04-09), USN1 (2050-01-01 to 1980-01-01), XIAN (1996-05-20 to

2005-06-24), YAR1 (1999-07-06 to 2000-04-09), YKRO (1999-07-17 to 2005-06-24)
G1606
Greenland
2 operating
KULU (1996-06-28),
U. Colorado
NASA/NOAA
SUMM (2006-04-25)
G1608
Guerrero Coast 3 operating , 7
Station list – see below
U. Colorado
NSF-EARretired,
Geophysics
COYU (2003-03-24) CPDP (2003-07-10, DOAR (2003-03-22), ACAP (2003-01-01 to 2004-06-15), CAYA
(1997-01-09 to 2004-03-17), IGUA (2001-01-01 to 2004-05-02), OAXA (2001-03-01 to 2002-11-25), PINO
(2000-07-10 to 2004-06-03), YAIG (1999-02-18 to 2004-03-04), ZIHP (2000-12-12 to 2003-12-16)
G2005
GULFNET
17 operating, 2 Station list – see below
LSU, U. Miami NSF-EAR-Tectonicsretired, ,
9725330
1LSU (2003-04-23) , 1NSU (2004-01-16), 1ULM (2003-06-13) , BVHS (2002-08-20), COVG (2004-07-17),
GRIS (2005-09-03), HAMM ( 2001-02-12), HOUM (2003-11-21), KJUN (2001-09-14), LESV (2003-05-23),
LMCN (2003-04-24), LSUA (2003-08-31), MCNE (2002-08-21), OAKH (2004-04-06), SHRV (2004-08-17),
SIHS (2003-06-11), TALL (2004-01-16) HVHS (2004-01-29 to 2004-07-08) , LUMC (2001-05-29 to 2003-0613)
G1824
Hawaii
27 operating, 2 Station list – see below
Stanford, U.
NSF-EAR-Georetired
Hawaii
physics, USGS, NSFARI
AHUP (1999-05-30), AINP (2002-10-08), ALEP (2004-07-15), BLBP (2004-02-08), BYRL (2006-02-27),
ELEP (2000-12-09), GOPM (1999-05-30), HALR (2003-02-01), HOLE (1999-05-30), KAEP (1999-05-30),
KFAP (2004-07-16), KOSM (2000-02-13) , KTPM (1999-05-30), MANE (1999-05-30), MLCC (2004-07-02),
MLPR (2005-08-08), MLSP (2000-12-09), MOKP (2000-12-09), NUPM (1999-05-30), PAT2 (2002-11-01),
PUOC (2006-06-17), STEP (2002-10-12), TOUO (2004-07-10), UWEV (1999-05-30), WAOP (2000-02-14),
WAPM (2004-05-12), YEEP (2004-08-19) HALP (2000-02-14 to 2002-04-30), MLPM (1999-05-30 to 200507-17)
G1826
Hawaii L1
8 operating, 5
Station list – see below
UNAVCO
NASA/SENH
retired
HV04 (1999-07-04), HV05 (1999-07-08), HV08 (1999-07-08), HV09 (1999-07-07), HV10 (1999-07-07), HV11
(1999-07-07), HV12 (1999-07-05), HV14 (2001-03-31), HV01 (1999-07-10 to 2004-12-22), HV02 (1999-07-03
to 2004-01-14), HV03 (1999-07-09 to 2005-01-21), HV06 (1999-07-05 to 2005-01-03), HV07 (1999-07-08 to
2004-01-05)
G2212
Hayward Fault 4 operating
BDAM (2002-04-21)
U. Calif. BerNASA/SENH
GRIZ (2002-04-21)
L1
keley
VOLM (2002-04-21)
WLDC (2002-04-21)
G2717
IAGT
1 operating
CAYU (2005-10-05)
IAGT
Community
G2313
Indonesia
1 retired
NABI (2002-03-01 to
Rennsselaer
NSF
2003-11-01)
G2621
INL
3 operating
BCYI (2004-10-28)
INL
DOE
HPIG (2005-09-01)
TCSG (2005-07-02)
G1831
Jalisco
1 retired
CRIP (1999-01-30 to
U. Wisconson
NSF-EAR-Geo2000-04-12)
physics-9526419
G2302

Las Vegas

2 operating

UNR1 (2002-10-10)
U. Nevada Reno NASA, NSF-EAR
UNR2 (2003-04-30)
G2124
Long Valley L1 8 retired
Station list – see below
NASA-SENH
CAL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-08-22), KNL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-08-22), KRL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-08-22),
LIL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-08-22), LTL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-06-05), MGL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-08-22),
MWL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-08-22), RDL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-08-22)
G2656
Mauna Loa
11 operating
Station list – see below
U. Hawaii
NSF EAR
ALAL (2005-03-22), ANIP (2005-03-21), KHKU (2005-03-23), KNNE (2005-03-23), MLES (2005-03-18),
MLRD (2005-03-21), PHAN (2006-01-25), PIIK (2005-03-22), PUKA (2005-03-17), RADF (2005-03-25),
SLPC (2006-01-25)
G1596
Mediterranean 7 operating, 4
Station list – see below
MIT
NASA, NASA-

retired
SENH, NSF
HALY (2002-03-26), IFRN (2001-07-20), LAUG (2002-11-18), MERS (2000-09-12), NAMA (2002-04-01),
TETN (2000-05-22 ) , TUBI (2000-01-19), UDMC (2001-05-23 to 2003-10-16), DYR2 (2000-05-03 to 200202-21) ret., DYAR (1997-10-22 to, 1998-08-01) ret., IAVH (1998-02-12 to 1998-12-28)
G2403
Mid-America
11 operating
Station list – see below
U. Memphis
NSF-EEC-ERC
CJTR (1999-09-15), CVMS (2000-06-22), HCES (2000-08-17), MACC (1999-10-13), MAIR (2000-02-26),
MCTY (2000-04-21), NWCC (2000-07-11), PIGT (2000-02-26), PTGV (1999-03-11), RLAP (1997-10-15),
STLE (2000-04-27)
G1394
Montserrat
5 retired
HARR (1995-10-06 to
U. Puerto Rico NASA-TCESS,,
NASA-SENH,, NSF1997-06-09), HERM
HRD- MRCE(1996-08-08 to 1999-099353549, NSF-ARI
19), MVO1 (1998-02-20
to 1999-10-18), REID
(1996-08-09 to 1999-0910), WTYD (1996-11-18
to 1999-10-18), BGPK ,
SOUF, SPRI
G2586
Mt. Spurr
3 operating
SPBG (2004-09-09)
U. Alaska
USGS
SPCG (2004-09-09),
SPCR (2004-09-09)
G2298
Mt. Washington 1 operating
MTWO (2002-09-18)
U. Colorado
Community
G1604
Nepal
7 retired
Station list – see below
U. Colorado
NSF-EAR-Geophysics-9727652,
NSF-EAR-Geophysics-9725563,
NSF-ARI
BIRP (1996-12-09 to 2001-10-24) , NAGA (1995-11-24 to 2001-11-14), NAMC (1996-11-29 to 1997-10-05),
NEPA (1996-11-04 to, 1998-06-17) , NEPJ (1998-06-17 to 2000-12-03), SIMP (1997-02-25 to 2000-09-12),
SKOT (1996-11-11 to 2000-12-06)
G2623
Northwest
2 operating
USMX (2004-06-12),
U. Arizona
Community
Mexico
YESX (2004-06-13)
G2535
Oaxaca
2 operating
OXLP (2002-06-29),
U. Wisc.
NSF-EAR
OXMC (2002-10-01)
G2342
Okmok Volcano 4 operating
OKCD (2002-07-27),
U. Alaska
USGS
OKCE (2002-08-03),
OKFG (2002-08-04),
OKSO (2004-09-01)
G2742
Other
2 operating
KCHI (2006-01-09),
NASA-GGN,
TEHN (2004-10-01)
Community
G1682
PANGA
1 operating, 1
LINH (2004-01-02),
Central
NSF-EAR
retired
LIND (1998-07-27 to
Washington U.
2002-04-05)
G1677
Philippines
3 operating, 1
KAYT (1998-06-06),
Indiana U.
EAR-Petrology &
retired, ,
TGYT (2001-03-12),
GeochemistryTVST (1998-06-05),
9726024
PINT (1998-06-05 to
1999-12-10)
G1495
Popocatapetl
3 retired
POPN (1996-05-29 to
NASA
2004-09-04), POSW
(1996-04-25 to 2003-0702), UIGF (1996-05-13 1997-08-01)
G1893
Popocatapetl L1 5 retired
PP01 (1999-04-21 to
U. Miami,
NSF, NASA
1999-11-25), PP02 (1999- UNAM
05-07 to 2003-09-09),

G1941
G1886

Puerto Rico

1 retired

PP03 (1999-04-20 to
2001-12-24), PP04 (199904-21 to 2004-05-26),
PP05 (1999-05-26 to
1999-05-29)
GEOL (1996-09-15 to
U. Puerto Rico
1999-10-21)
Station list – see below
MIT

NSF

SAGE New
15 operating
NSF
Zealand
BNET (2005-02-15), CNCL (2000-02-03), HORN (2002-11-20), KARA (2000-02-01), LEOC (2000-11-02),
MAKA (2000-02-02), MCKE (2004-03-03), MTJO (2000-08-15), NETT (2000-02-07), PILK (2000-11-03),
QUAR (2000-01-31), QUAT (2004-06-08), REDD (2000-02-03), VEXA (2000-02-02), WAKA (2000-11-02)
G2759
Santorini
2 operating
KERA(2006-05-07),
Georgia Tech
Other
NOMI(2006-05-09)
G1992
SCIGN-USGS 99 operating
Station list – see below
USGS
7ODM (2006-01-01), ALPP (2006-01-01), ARM1 (2006-01-01), ARM2 (2006-01-01), AVRY (2006-01-01),
AZRY (2006-01-01), BCWR (2006-01-01), BGIS (2006-01-01), BLYT (2006-01-01), BMRY (2006-01-01),
BRAN (2006-01-01), BRPK (2006-01-01), CACT (2006-01-01), CCCO (2006-01-01), CCST (2006-01-01),
CHIL (2006-01-01), CIT1 (2006-01-01), CJMS (2006-01-01), CLAR (2005-12-22), CMP9 (2006-01-01),
COSO (2006-01-01), COTD (2006-01-01), CRFP (2006-01-01), CSDH (2006-01-01), CSN1 (2006-01-01),
CUHS (2006-01-01), CVHS (2006-01-01), DAM2 (2006-01-01), DAM3 (2006-01-01), DHLG (2006-01-01),
DVPB (2006-01-01), DYHS (2006-01-01), ELSC (2006-01-01), FMTP (2006-01-01), FXHS (2006-01-01),
FZHS (2006-01-01), GDEC (2006-01-01), GHRP (2006-01-15), GUAX (2001-05-17), GVRS (2006-01-01),
HBCO (2006-01-01), HIVI (2006-01-01), HOL3 (2006-01-01), HOLC (2050-01-01), HOLP (2006-01-01),
KYVW (2006-01-01), LASC (2006-01-01), LBC1 (2006-01-01), LBC2 (2006-01-01), LBCH (2006-01-01),
LEEP (2006-01-01), LINJ (2006-01-01), LJRN (2006-01-01), LL01 (2006-01-01), LLAS (2006-01-01), LONG
(2006-01-01), LPHS (2006-01-01), LVMS (2006-01-01), MHMS (2006-01-01), MRDM (2005-11-05), MSOB
(2006-01-01), MTA1 (2006-01-01), NOCO (2006-01-01), NOPK (2006-01-01), OXYC (2006-01-01), PMHS
(2006-01-01), PSAP (2006-01-01), PSDM (2006-01-01), PVE3 (2006-01-01), PVHS (2006-01-01), QHTP
(2006-01-01), ROCK (2006-01-01), RTHS (2006-01-01), SGDM (2005-11-05), SGHS (2006-01-01), SGPS
(2006-01-01), SIBE (2006-01-01), SILK (2006-01-01), SPK1 (2006-01-01), TABL (2006-01-01), TMAP (200601-01), TORP (2006-01-01), TROY (2006-01-01), TWMS (2006-01-11), UCLP (2006-01-01), UCSB (2006-0101), USC1 (2006-01-05), VCST (2005-12-17), VNPS (2006-01-01), VTIS (2006-01-01), VYAS (2006-01-01),
WCHS (2006-01-01), WHC1 (2006-01-01), WIDC (2006-01-01), WLSN (2006-01-01), WMAP (2006-01-01),
WNRA (2006-01-01), WRHS (2006-01-01), WWMT (2006-01-01)
G2641
Socorro
3 operating
CARB (2005-01-25),
New Mexico
NSF-OPP
CDVV (2005-11-17),
Tech.
PDBG (2005-11-20)
G1734
Southern Basin 27 operating,
Station list – see below
Caltech, ,
DOE
and Range
Harvard, SAO
ALAM (1999-06-13), APEX (1999-03-27), ARGU (1999-03-23), BEAT (1999-01-20), BULL (1999-03-23),
BUST (1999-03-12) , CHLO (1999-08-06) , CRAT (1999-03-23), DYER (1999-05-29) , GABB (1999-03-23),
JOHN (1999-04-05), LIND (1999-09-22), LITT (1999-01-27), MERC (1999-03-28), MONI (1999-03-16),
PERL (1999-03-23), POIN (1999-04-05), RAIL (1999-05-29) , RELA (1999-03-23), REPO (1999-03-23),
ROGE (1999-03-30) , RYAN (1999-03-23), SKUL (1999-03-23), SMYC (1999-03-23), STRI (1999-03-23),
TATE (1999-03-23), TIVA (1999-03-23)
G2555
SuomiNet-A
33 operating, 3 Station list – see below
Various
NSF-ATM
retired
SA00 (2004-05-26), SA01 (2004-05-26), SA02 (2004-09-01), SA03 (2004-05-26), SA04 (2004-06-15), SA05
(2004-05-26), SA06 (2004-05-26), SA07 (2004-05-26), SA08 (2004-05-26), SA09 (2004-05-26), SA10 (200201-30), SA11 (2004-05-26), SA15 (2004-05-26), SA17 (2002-05-29), SA18 (2004-05-26), SA19 (2004-05-26),
SA20 (2004-05-26), SA22 (2004-05-26), SA23 (2002-09-09), SA24 (2004-05-26), SA25 (2004-05-26), SA26
(2003-08-29), SA27 (2003-06-27), SA29 (2003-09-26), SA30 (2003-03-13), SA31 (2004-05-26), SA33 (200406-18), SA34 (2004-06-15), SA37 (2004-11-24), SA41 (2006-04-24), SA43 (2004-12-16), SA46 (2005-05-23),
SA48 (2006-04-06), NAM4 (2004-07-19 to 2004-12-16) , SA12 (2002-09-10 to 2004-12-16), SA28 (2004-06-

15 to 2004-06-15)
G2003
SuomiNet-C
G2069

SuomiNet-G

2 operating,

SC01 (2001-09-03), SC04 Various
(2003-06-14)
Station list – see below
Various

NSF

33 operating, 5
NSF-ATM
retired
SG00 (2002-10-04), SG01 (2001-06-24), SG03 (2002-01-31), SG04 (2001-09-11), SG05 (2002-02-04), SG06
(2002-08-02), SG07 (2001-10-24), SG08 (2001-09-19), SG09 (2001-09-17), SG10 (2001-09-19), SG11 (200110-31), SG12 (2001-10-31), SG13 (2001-10-19), SG14 (2001-10-26), SG15 (2001-11-14), SG16 (2001-11-14),
SG18 (2001-10-11), SG19 (2001-10-12), SG20 (2001-09-26), SG21 (2002-06-24), SG23 (2002-07-18), SG24
(2002-04-12), SG25 (2003-04-07), SG26 (2003-01-10), SG27 (2002-05-04), SG31 (2003-10-23), SG32 (200303-14), SG33 (2004-01-08), SG34 (2003-06-19), SG36 (2003-11-24), SG39 (2005-11-03), SG40 (2005-09-19),
SG72 (2002-11-22), SG02 (2001-12-10 to 2005-09-13), SG17 (2001-09-27 to 2002-04-08), SG22 (2002-04-12
to 2002-11-20), SG28 (2002-11-2 to , 2003-06-05), SG29 (2003-03-18 to 2005-03-27)
G1828
Taal L1
10 operating, 4 Station list – see below
Indiana U.
NSF-EAR, NASA/
retired,
SENH
TV01 (1999-06-13), TV03 (1999-06-13), TV05 (1999-06-13), TV07 (1999-12-14), TV08 (1999-06-13), TV10
(1999-06-13), TV11 (1999-06-13), TV12 (1999-06-13), TV14 (2001-03-14), TV15 (2001-03-14), TV02 (199906-13 to 2003-06-13), TV04 (1999-06-13 to 1999-07-14), TV06 (1999-06-13 to 2005-07-06), TV13 (1999-1212 to 2001-03-14)
G2735
UNAM
1 operating
UNIP (2005-12-08)
UNAM
Community
G1459
UNAVCO
1 operating, 2
ATQK (2006-06-12),
UNAVCO
NSF-IF, UNAVCO
retired
PAS1 (2001-11-13 to
2003-10-01), PLMM
(1995-06-03 to 1997-0306)
G2131
University of
1 retired
NIS5 (2001-10-09 to
U. Colorado
Naval Research Labs
Colorado
2003-06-18)
G1547
Wasatch
5 operating, 1
ALUT (2005-10-07),
NSF-EAR-ContiU. Utah
retired,
HWUT (2004-10-07),
nental DynamicsLMUT (1997-11-15),
9725431, USGS,
NAIU (1997-10-15),
NSF-ARI
RBUT (1997-02-24) ,
SUR1 (1997-02-24 , to
1998-08-08)
G2755
Western Canada 6 operating
ALBH(2006-06-01),
Geol. Surv.
NSF, NASA
Deformation
BEA2(2003-01-12),
Canada
Array
DRAO(2006-06-01),
DUBO(2006-06-01),
FLIN(2006-06-01),
SC04(2003-06-14)
G1732
Yellowstone
1 retired, 6 to
OFWY (1999-10-30 to
U. Utah, USGS NSF-EAR-ContiNucleus,
Caldera
2003-11-17)
nental Dynamics9725431, USGS,
NSF-ARI
G1705
Yellowstone
2 retired, 7 to
BLWY (1999-10-23 to
U. Utah
NSF-EAR-ContiNucleus
Hotspot
2003-09-02), HAMG
nental Dynamics(1998-10-30 to 2001-119725431, USGS,
NSF-ARI
04)
G2704
Yucca Mountain 16 operating
Station list – see below
CalTech
DOE
ASHM(2005-09-11), BATM(2005-09-16), CRAM(2005-09-14), HURR(2005-09-17), IBEX(2006-04-08),
KAYO(2005-09-16), LICE(2006-04-06), NEVA(2006-04-06), NOPE(2006-04-02), PHIN(2006-06-03),
REP2(2006-04-04), REP3(2006-04-05), REP4(2006-04-04), RUMP(2005-09-09), SIXM(2005-09-10),
VONS(2005-09-15)
G1617
Nucleus/AKDA 5 operating
ATW2 (2000-10-27)
U. Alaska
NSF-EAR-IF
CLGO (1998-01-01)
G2069

GRNX (2004-07-10)
,SELD (2000-10-24)
SG27 (2002-05-04)
Station list – see below

G2652
Nucleus/BARD 12 operating, 1
U. Wisc., U. Cal. NSF-EAR-IF
G2487
retired
Berkeley
CHAB (2003-01-01), HCRO (2005-09-30), JNPR (2003-01-01), MUSB (2003-01-01), S300 (2003-01-01),
SLAC (2003-02-01), SUTB (2003-01-01), WINT (2003-01-01), GR8V (2003-01-16), MEE1 (2003-01-08),
MEE2 (2003-01-12), QCY2 (2006-05-16), QCYN (2003-01-20 to 2006-05-16)
G1479
Nucleus/,
26 operating
Station list – see below
Caltech, Harvard NSF-EAR-IF
G1734
BARGEN
SAO
BAMO (2003-02-01), CAST (1997-03-26) , CEDA (1996-07-14) , COON (1996-07-13), ECHO (1999-05-29) ,
EGAN (1997-03-25), ELKO (1997-10-22) , FERN (1999-05-29) , FOOT (1997-03-25), FRED (1999-05-29)
GARL (1996-07-21), GOSH (1996-07-16), HEBE (1996-07-12), LEWI (1997-07-27), MINE (1997-10-22),
NEWS (1997-10-30), RUBY (1996-07-18), SHIN (1996-07-24) , SHOS (1999-03-23), SLID (1997-07-24),
SMEL (1997-03-26), SPIC (2003-02-07), TOIY (2003-02-07), TUNG (1996-07-20), UPSA (1997-10-30),
TONO (1999-03-23)
G1547
Nucleus/EBRY 16 operating
Station list – see below
U. Utah
NSF-EAR-IF
G1705
G1732
AHID (2000-07-02), BBID (2002-08-25), BLW2 (2003-09-02), EOUT (1998-06-01), GTRG (1999-06-29),
HLID (2000-05-03), HVWY (2001-07-01), LKWY (1996-10-13), LTUT (2002-10-07), MAWY (1999-02-27),
MPUT (2003-04-30), NOMT (2000-05-02), NRWY (2003-10-11), OFW2 (2003-11-18), TSWY (2001-06-08) ,
WLWY (2001-07-01)
G1682
Nucleus/PANGA 26 operating
Station list – see below
Central
NSF-EAR-IF
Washington U.,
U. Washington
BLYN (2001-06-12), BURN (1998-08-03), CABL (1997-08-17), CHZZ (1999-10-13), CORV(2004-01-09),
DDSN (2000-01-27), GOBS (1997-08-26), KELS (1997-10-09), KTBW (2001-03-29), LKCP (2001-03-17),
MDMT (2004-01-02), NEAH (2004-02-01), NEWP (2004-01-02), PABH (2004-01-02), PTSG (2001-10-27),
PUPU (2001-06-14), REDM (2004-01-02), SC00 (2001-03-31), SC02 (2001-11-10), SC03 (2003-02-20), SEAT
(2004-05-10), SEDR (1997-10-06), SHLD (1999-10-30), TRND (1999-11-15), TWHL (2001-03-23)
G2601
Nucleus/SCIGN 123 operating
Station list – see below
USGS, JPL,
NSF EAR IF
1 retired
SOPAC, USC
AGMT (1999-12-21), ANA1 (2002-05-11), AZU1 (1996-07-17), BAR1 (2002-04-29), BBDM (2000-09-22),
BBRY (1998-10-23), BEMT (2001-11-15), BEPK (2000-09-06), BILL (1997-11-18), BKAP (2000-12-13),
BKMS (1998-07-27), BMHL (1999-12-17), BSRY (1998-11-10), BTDM (2000-01-27), BVPP (2000-11-03),
CAND (1999-08-20), CARH (2001-08-09), CAT1 (1999-07-27), CAT2 (2000-06-14), CBHS (1999-02-16),
CCCC (2000-09-07), CDMT (2000-10-18), CGDM (2000-07-18), CHMS (1999-09-01), CIRX (2000-10-19),
CNPP (2000-02-18), COPR (2001-06-29), CPBN (2000-12-21), CRBT (2001-09-13), CRHS (1999-05-24),
CRRS (1999-01-14), CRU1 (2000-06-10), CSCI (2000-12-09), CSST (2000-12-15), CTDM (2001-06-29),
CTMS (1999-02-23), DSHS (1999-04-03), DSSC (1999-01-14), ECFS (2001-08-15), EDPP (2000-02-20),
EWPP (1999-03-15), FGST (2000-09-29), FMVT (2000-11-30), GLRS (1999-01-11), GMPK (2000-03-15),
GMRC (1999-10-25), GNPS (2000-06-26), HCMN (1999-12-10), HNPS (1999-05-13), HOGS (2001-07-10),
HUNT (2001-08-08), HVYS (2000-07-27), I40A (2000-12-14), IID2 (1999-08-12), IMPS (1999-05-11), ISLK
(1999-10-05), IVCO (2000-03-17), KBRC (2000-12-17), LAND (1999-08-25), LAPC (1999-07-01), LDES
(1999-02-10), LDSW (1999-10-17), LFRS (1999-04-03), LNMT (2000-12-29), LORS (1999-09-24), LOWS
(2001-08-04), MASW (2001-08-08), MAT2 (2000-10-27), MIDA (1999-08-26), MIG1 (2000-06-17), MLFP
(1999-01-08), MNMC (2001-08-03), MPWD (1999-02-16), NBPS (1999-12-21), NDAP (2000-12-30), NHRG
(2000-09-21), OAES (1999-03-11), OPBL (1999-12-21), OPCL (1999-11-24), OPCP (1999-12-17), OPCX
(1999-10-25), OPRD (1999-10-23), ORES (1999-10-13), ORMT (2000-08-23), OVLS (1999-06-17), OZST
(2000-11-15), PBPP (2000-08-17), PHLB (2000-01-24), PKRD (2000-09-02), POMM (1999-08-21), PPBF
(1998-12-18), PVRS (1999-02-04), RAMT (2000-09-07), RCA2 (2000-09-27), RDMT (1999-11-24), RHCL
(1999-01-08), RNCH (2001-08-07), RSTP (1999-06-29), RSVY (2000-09-21), SBCC (2000-02-08), SCIA
(1999-03-08), SDHL (2001-12-18), SFDM (1999-10-28), SKYB (2000-02-18), SLMS (1999-08-20), SNI1
(1998-08-18), SOMT (2000-11-24), SPMS (1998-08-20), SRS1 (2000-06-15), TBLP (2001-09-27), THCP

(2000-12-06), TJRN (2000-10-26), TOST (1999-06-17), USGC (1999-08-12), USLO (2000-10-04), VDCY
(2000-11-10), VIMT (2000-07-12), VNCO (2000-11-20), VNCX (1998-12-30), VNDP (1995-01-01), WGPP
(1999-11-11), WKPK (1999-10-07), WOMT (1999-09-03) ECCO (1999-04-12 to 2006-06-01)
G2762
PBO Analysis
14 operating
Station list – see below
UNAVCO
Community
Support
ALGO(2006-05-31), ALRT(2006-06-01), BILI(2006-06-01), CHUR(2006-06-01), HOLM(2006-06-01),
INVK(2006-06-01), MAUI(2006-06-01), NRC1(2006-06-01), RESO(2006-06-01), SCH2(2006-06-01),
STJO(2006-06-01), THU3(2006-06-01), WILL(2006-06-01), YELL(2006-06-01)
G2485
PBO
377 operating, 2 Station list – see below
UNAVCO
NSF EAR I&F
retired, 500+
planned
AB06 (2005-08-15), AB07 (2004-10-22), AB21 (2006-04-25), AB37 (2004-07-13), AB44 (2005-08-15), AB48
(2005-10-05), AB49 (2006-05-02), AB50 (2005-08-18), AB51 (2005-10-02), AC02 (2005-10-09), AC06 (200509-10), AC11 (2005-07-20), AC15 (2005-10-13), AC20 (2005-07-16), AC25 (2005-08-21), AC27 (2004-0916), AC34 (2006-06-23), AC38 (2005-05-17), AC45 (2006-06-21), AC59 (2004-09-12), AC62 (2004-07-14),
AC63 (2004-07-12), AC64 (2004-07-15), AC65 (2004-07-16), AV01 (2004-09-09), AV02 (2004-09-11), AV04
(2004-09-08), AV06 (2005-06-22), AV07 (2005-07-05), AV08 (2005-07-06), AV09 (2004-05-06), AV10
(2005-06-29), AV12 (2005-06-30), AV13 (2005-06-29), AV14 (2005-06-27), AV15 (2005-06-27), AV21
(2006-01-10), BLA1 (2006-01-26), JCT1 (2005-10-25), KSU1 (2006-06-28), LOZ1 (2005-10-07), P003 (200601-19), P009 (2006-01-30), P011 (2005-04-02), P012 (2006-03-03), P015 (2005-03-30), P016 (2006-04-15),
P020 (2004-06-16), P021 (2005-10-28), P022 (2005-05-19), P026 (2004-05-28), P028 (2005-04-04), P030
(2005-09-09), P031 (2006-03-04), P032 (2005-12-06), P033 (2005-12-04), P034 (2004-05-21), P035 (2005-0304), P036 (2004-05-31), P037 (2004-06-03), P038 (2005-03-05), P039 (2005-03-03), P040 (2004-11-12), P041
(2004-02-22), P042 (2004-11-09), P043 (2006-02-14), P044 (2004-11-11), P045 (2006-04-24), P049 (2006-0426), P050 (2006-02-22), P051 (2005-10-11), P052 (2006-02-20), P054 (2006-02-16), P055 (2006-02-18), P056
(2005-11-17), P057 (2004-08-27), P058 (2005-11-10), P060 (2005-10-27), P061 (2006-04-21), P063 (2005-1217), P066 (2004-08-07), P067 (2004-01-13), P072 (2005-06-20), P081 (2006-04-13), P084 (2006-05-18), P086
(2005-01-15), P089 (2004-08-27), P095 (2005-10-27), P101 (2005-09-03), P104 (2006-04-13), P105 (2004-0923), P106 (2006-04-12), P107 (2006-03-02), P108 (2005-10-31), P110 (2005-11-01), P111 (2006-06-14), P112
(2005-11-24), P113 (2006-04-17), P114 (2005-07-30), P117 (2006-05-05), P118 (2005-11-21), P119 (2005-0504), P121 (2004-06-30), P122 (2004-06-27), P123 (2006-03-01), P127 (2005-06-17), P145 (2005-11-18), P156
(2006-06-08), P157 (2006-05-11), P158 (2004-08-07), P160 (2005-05-04), P161 (2005-05-07), P162 (2004-0911), P163 (2006-06-07), P164 (2004-08-10), P165 (2006-06-08), P166 (2005-11-01), P167 (2005-09-18), P168
(2005-09-15), P169 (2004-05-26), P170 (2004-05-28), P171 (2004-09-01), P175 (2006-05-18), P181 (2005-0201), P183 (2006-06-02), P187 (2005-11-11), P189 (2005-09-22), P190 (2005-06-22), P192 (2005-06-23), P196
(2006-04-20), P197 (2005-08-24), P198 (2004-09-08), P199 (2005-11-18), P200 (2005-08-25), P206 (2006-0420), P208 (2006-03-16), P210 (2005-05-25), P212 (2006-04-22), P213 (2005-05-27), P217 (2005-03-31), P218
(2005-06-18), P222 (2005-03-10), P224 (2005-03-04), P225 (2005-01-21), P226 (2006-05-24), P227 (2006-0217), P228 (2005-11-12), P229 (2005-03-18), P230 (2005-02-26), P236 (2005-10-19), P238 (2006-04-07), P240
(2005-05-27), P242 (2004-12-17), P244 (2005-11-17), P247 (2006-05-27), P249 (2005-06-09), P251 (2006-0409), P252 (2005-11-12), P255 (2006-04-07), P256 (2005-03-17), P257 (2005-11-22), P259 (2005-07-28), P260
(2005-07-22), P261 (2004-06-03), P262 (2005-03-29), P264 (2005-05-13), P265 (2005-08-26), P266 (2005-0518), P267 (2005-04-07), P268 (2005-04-10), P270 (2005-05-20), P271 (2004-06-07), P272 (2005-10-26), P273
(2005-10-26), P274 (2005-10-27), P276 (2005-11-18), P278 (2004-02-01), P280 (2006-06-23), P281 (2004-1110), P282 (2004-11-04), P283 (2004-11-03), P284 (2005-02-07), P287 (2005-02-05), P288 (2006-02-22), P290
(2006-02-24), P294 (2006-05-18), P295 (2004-01-11), P297 (2005-10-19), P298 (2005-06-08), P300 (2004-1215), P301 (2004-12-16), P302 (2004-12-16), P303 (2005-07-28), P304 (2004-04-29), P305 (2005-07-22), P307
(2005-10-17), P309 (2006-02-17), P312 (2006-06-28), P313 (2006-06-29), P314 (2004-08-12), P315 (2005-0625), P317 (2006-06-03), P318 (2006-06-26), P319 (2004-09-15), P324 (2006-05-17), P326 (2006-05-19), P332
(2005-09-24), P338 (2005-09-21), P341 (2005-09-23), P345 (2005-10-01), P348 (2005-09-28), P349 (2005-1027), P354 (2006-06-16), P360 (2005-06-30), P368 (2006-04-04), P369 (2005-08-12), P370 (2005-08-14), P371
(2005-07-23), P373 (2005-06-03), P374 (2006-05-13), P376 (2004-10-08), P379 (2006-05-26), P380 (2005-0401), P388 (2005-08-18), P395 (2006-01-24), P401 (2005-04-09), P403 (2005-09-13), P404 (2005-10-07), P406
(2005-07-08), P407 (2006-03-01), P408 (2005-06-30), P409 (2005-07-01), P414 (2006-05-12), P415 (2004-1002), P417 (2005-06-28), P420 (2004-06-23), P421 (2004-12-16), P423 (2005-04-22), P427 (2006-01-17), P428

(2005-07-30), P429 (2006-05-11), P430 (2005-04-10), P432 (2004-06-20), P435 (2005-09-14), P436 (2006-0215), P439 (2005-09-28), P440 (2006-03-24), P442 (2006-03-22), P444 (2006-03-09), P445 (2005-10-04), P448
(2005-06-23), P449 (2006-02-25), P450 (2005-07-14), P451 (2004-12-22), P452 (2005-09-22), P453 (2005-1001), P454 (2005-05-26), P460 (2005-09-29), P461 (2005-09-30), P467 (2006-03-17), P470 (2004-12-14), P471
(2006-01-10), P472 (2004-11-11), P473 (2004-12-21), P474 (2004-08-04), P476 (2005-03-02), P477 (2005-0526), P478 (2004-08-05), P479 (2005-06-24), P480 (2004-08-12), P482 (2004-06-15), P483 (2004-07-29), P484
(2005-06-17), P485 (2006-06-16), P486 (2005-02-03), P491 (2005-07-15), P494 (2005-03-24), P495 (2005-1010), P496 (2005-11-10), P497 (2006-01-10), P498 (2005-04-01), P499 (2005-04-20), P500 (2005-04-20), P501
(2005-03-31), P502 (2005-11-09), P504 (2005-04-28), P505 (2006-03-22), P506 (2005-03-31), P507 (2005-0920), P508 (2005-10-18), P509 (2006-01-10), P510 (2006-01-10), P511 (2005-06-29), P515 (2006-05-10), P516
(2006-02-05), P523 (2006-01-31), P526 (2004-01-12), P529 (2006-06-22), P530 (2005-07-08), P532 (2004-1007), P533 (2006-05-09), P536 (2006-05-05), P537 (2006-05-03), P539 (2004-10-01), P540 (2006-02-06), P541
(2005-07-07), P543 (2006-06-20), P544 (2005-12-15), P546 (2006-02-02), P547 (2005-12-14), P551 (2006-0504), P553 (2005-09-10), P556 (2005-11-05), P557 (2005-09-10), P559 (2005-11-05), P560 (2005-03-17), P561
(2005-06-09), P562 (2004-08-19), P563 (2005-12-16), P565 (2005-11-17), P566 (2005-11-16), P567 (2005-0721), P571 (2005-07-21), P576 (2004-01-15), P577 (2004-12-16), P579 (2006-06-14), P581 (2005-12-15), P583
(2005-11-03), P584 (2004-05-21), P586 (2005-06-07), P588 (2005-01-26), P589 (2005-01-14), P591 (2005-0627), P594 (2005-01-21), P595 (2005-10-31), P599 (2006-04-26), P600 (2005-02-03), P601 (2006-03-30), P606
(2005-10-19), P607 (2006-03-29), P610 (2006-04-28), P611 (2006-02-16), P612 (2005-06-20), P615 (2006-0519), P617 (2006-05-18), P618 (2005-12-29), P621 (2005-09-14), P622 (2005-10-21), P623 (2005-06-30), P626
(2005-10-28), P672 (2005-09-30), P675 (2006-06-15), P676 (2005-10-14), P677 (2006-04-21), P678 (2006-0422), P680 (2005-06-25), P684 (2005-09-08), P687 (2004-10-16), P689 (2005-10-22), P690 (2005-02-01), P693
(2004-10-15), P695 (2004-10-14), P696 (2004-10-15), P697 (2004-10-13), P698 (2004-11-04), P699 (2005-0202), P702 (2004-11-05), P709 (2005-09-28), P711 (2005-09-29), P716 (2005-08-24), P717 (2006-06-22), P720
(2005-08-25), P721 (2005-09-30), P722 (2005-10-07), WMOK (2005-11-03), AV03 (2004-09-07 to 2006-0128), AV05 (2004-09-16 to 2006-01-13)

